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Keep an eye on our website (cz-usa.com) and webstore (shop.cz-usa.com) for updates to our products and 
accessories throughout the year.

Watch for CZ-USA firearms to be featured on Petersen’s Hunting Adventures® on the Sportsman Channel, 
Razor Dobbs Alive on the Sportsman Channel, and CZ-USA’s GunDog TV on the Outdoor Channel and 
Wingshooting USA on NBC Sports, Pursuit Channel, MAV TV, AMG TV, Tuff TV and The Walk.

We’re always posting new products and event info on Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and our website. 
Visit us online and share your own photos, videos and experiences with other CZ enthusiasts by tagging us.

@czusafirearms

 

And don’t forget the wealth of information shared by CZ users on the message boards:
czfirearms.us and czforum.com

For product questions, email us at info@cz-usa.com or give us a call at 1-800-955-4486.

Česká Zbrojovka, CZ, Bren, CZ Scorpion, CZ-P-09, Brno Arms, Dan Wesson, Safari Classics and Huglu are trademarks of CZ-USA  
or Česká Zbrojovka  a.s.  All other trademarks are the properties of their respective owners, who are not associated with CZ-USA. 

CZ-USA reserves the right to make changes to products, specifications and pricing at any time.

2018 is a year of anniversaries here at CZ-USA — 20 years ago, Česká zbrojovka 
established a foothold here in Kansas City, Kansas, setting up CZ-USA to handle 
importation and everything else that’s involved in getting CZs to U.S. shores. In 
the beginning, we were selling very European guns to a very American audience, 
and outside of a few niche groups we were a relative unknown. 

As our company grew, we filled our ranks with employees who shoot and 
hunt as a way of life, and over the years we have been able to evolve our line to 
better meet the tastes and shooting styles of U.S. consumers. This combination 
of Czech craftsmanship and American firearms culture has resulted in a product 
line to be proud of. 

Possibly more impressive is the 50th anniversary of Dan Wesson! We are proud 
to include them in the CZ-USA family of firearms, and the craftsmen there have 
created a very special pistol to commemorate the occasion. 

As we continue to grow on this side of the globe, we are getting ever closer 
to U.S. production. We are proud to say we have achieved certification for our 
ISO 9001 Quality Management System — a sign that things here are headed in 
the right direction. 

Many thanks are due to the employees and customers who have assisted us, 
both with hard work and feedback over the years, helping shape us into the 
company we are today.

      Alice Poluchova  
      CZ-USA President  





SCORPION

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 CARBINE W/ FAUX SUPPRESSOR
The Scorpion Carbine is a whole new animal. Building on the lauded submachine gun platform that first hit the US civilian market in pistol form in 2015, the 
Carbine has a 16.5” barrel fitted with either a compensating muzzle brake or a faux suppresor built specifically for CZ-USA by SilencerCo. 

Fit with the factory’s folding adjustable stock, the Carbine features a number of US-made parts to make it fully 922(r) compliant. One of the nicest features of 
the firearm is the carbine-length forend, which is covered in M-LOK attachment points to keep the profile slim while still being big enough to swallow most 
pistol-caliber suppressors should the owner decide down the road to convert it to an SBR for use with a suppressor.

Low-profile aluminum adjustable sights round out the platform, and a top Picatinny rail allows the mounting of a wide array of optics. 

cal: 9mm Luger stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, black

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine — Compensating muzzle brake instead of faux suppressor

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 CARBINE FDE
A new hue for the Scorpion Carbine, this pistol caliber plinker is clad in Flat Dark Earth furniture.  

cal: 9mm Luger stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, FDE

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Faux Suppressor — Instead of the muzzle brake, this variant uses a faux suppressor for a muzzle device

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL OD GREEN AND BATTLESHIP GREY
With dead-simple blowback operation, the Scorpion will chew through an ammo stockpile in no time flat. Based on our tried-and-true A1 submachine gun, the 
Scorpion Pistol and all of its variants revolve around the same principle — less is more. With fewer moving parts in general and over-built, robust components, the 
Scorpion derives reliability from its simplicity. 

An 11” Picatinny rail rides on top, and a superb set of aluminum adjustable sights are fitted from the factory. With four rear aperture sizes, they can be set up for 
quick acquisition or precision with just a spin of the rear sight. The muzzle on the Scorpion Pistol is threaded with both 18x1 and 1/2x28, so fitting a suppressor or 
muzzle device is a no-brainer.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: OD Green

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol Battleship Grey — Battleship Grey furniture
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol FDE — Flat Dark Earth furniture
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol — Black furniture

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 PISTOL W/ FLASH CAN & FOLDING BRACE
Equipped with a folding SB Tactical arm brace, this Scorpion Pistol wears the forend of its larger brother, the Carbine. With the same 7.7” pistol barrel, 
owners can unscrew the 5” KAK Flash Can and install most pistol suppressors under the handguard, keeping the overall length down. Dual threads of 18x1 
and 1/2x28 make fitting a suppressor simple. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol w/ Flash Can — Rear sling attachment plate instead of folding brace

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S2 MICRO PISTOL W/ BRACE
With a 4” barrel and HB Industries short handguard, this diminutive Scorpion is the result of our development of a smaller, suppressed Scorpion for an undercover 
drug interdiction unit. With a collapsed length of just over 16 inches, this pint-sized pistol features a NoOsprey faux suppressor from the folks over at SilencerCo. 
Its telescoping SB Tactical arm brace extends for additional stabilization, making this one potent little package.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black

Arriving summer 2018
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BREN/SNIPER RIFLES

CZ 550 H.E.T. II (HIGH ENERGY TACTICAL)
Starting with a 550 Magnum action from the Czech Republic, our custom gunsmiths in the U.S. sculpt a precision long-range platform 
guaranteed to shoot sub-MOA and chambered in the potent 338 Lapua. The H.E.T. II rides in a carbon fiber composite stock from Manners’ 
tactical series, with adjustable cheekpiece and molded-in midnight camo. Industry-standard Accuracy International magazines are secured 
to the chassis by custom Badger Ordnance bottom metal, and a low-mount Picatinny rail makes fitting optics a breeze. To melt away the 338 
Lapua’s recoil, a Badger Ordnance FTE muzzlebrake runs point. QD sling flush cups abound and the muzzle is threaded 3/4x24.

cal: 338 Lapua stock/finish: Carbon fiber composite/camoflauge

CZ 557 URBAN COUNTER-SNIPER
Built for compactness, the 557 Urban Counter-Sniper is designed to excel at engaging targets within 400 yards. 
Chambered in 308 Win., the short 16” barrel only sacrifices 150 fps compared to a standard barrel, and its 5/8x24 
three-prong flash hider serves as a QD for a suppressor. The carbon fiber composite Manners stock provides a rock-
solid platform without weighing the rifle down. The large, detachable box magazine and oversized bolt handle make 
feeding the rifle easy as can be. QD sling flush cups on the left side make it easy to sling the rifle across the back.

cal: 308 Win. stock/finish: Carbon fiber composite/black

 optics & bipod not included

 optics & bipod not included

 optics not included

CZ 750 SNIPER
With an effective range of 800 yards, the CZ 750 Sniper is ideal for use by the elite military and law enforcement snipers it was designed for. 
The synthetic thumbhole stock is adjustable for comb height as well as length of pull. The underside of the forend is fitted with a 220mm-
long rail that provides multiple attachment points for a bipod.

Two scope-mounting options are available for the 750 Sniper. A Weaver rail comes installed, or by removing the rail, the integrated CZ 19mm 
dovetail may be used. The 750 features an 18x1 muzzle brake, thread protector, mirage shield, two 10-round detachable magazines and its 
26” barrel has 4-groove rifling in 1:10” twist.

cal: 308 Win. (7.62x51 NATO) stock/finish: Black composite tactical/blue

CZ 805 BREN S1 PISTOL
Imported from the Czech Republic as a pistol, this Bren with its 11” barrel has proven a popular SBR 
candidate for customers wanting to convert it into an NFA firearm. Those who don’t wish to register 
with the ATF can always equip it with our adapter kit that allows easy installation of aftermarket arm 
braces or other devices meant to help stabilize large format pistols like this. 

Chambered in 223/5.56, it uses the ubiquitous STANAG magazine from the AR15/M16. Picatinny 
rails top and bottom mean it easily accepts optics and lights, and an effective two-port muzzle brake 
helps keep the pistol solidly on target and reduces recoil and muzzle flip.

cal: 223/5.56x45 finish: Black

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 805 Bren S1 Pistol FDE — 223/5.56x45, Flat Dark Earth receiver, lower and magwell

CZ 805 BREN S1 CARBINE
For those who would prefer to own a Bren in rifle form without having to jump through all the hoops of converting our pistol version into an SBR, the Bren is 
available in carbine form with a 16.2” barrel. Equipped with the factory’s folding adjustable stock, it also has a set of flip-up adjustable iron sights. 

Chambered in 223/5.56 and using the ubiquitous STANAG magazine from the AR15/M16, it easily accepts optics and lights on its top and bottom Picatinny 
rails. An effective two-port muzzle brake helps keep the Bren solidly on target and reduces recoil and muzzle flip.

cal: 223/5.56x45 stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, black

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 805 Bren S1 Carbine FDE — Flat Dark Earth receiver, stock, lower and magwell

Page in 
Catalog SKU

<10 
Capacity 

SKU
Model Caliber Stock / Brace

Standard 
Mag. 
Cap.

O.A. Length  
(in.)

Barrel 
Length 

(in.)
Weight 
(lbs.) MSRP

6 91355 01355 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol OD Green 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $899
6 91356 01356 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol Battleship Grey 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $899
6 91352 01352 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol FDE 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $899
6 91351 01351 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol 9mm Luger - 20 16.5 7.72 5 $849
6 91348 01348 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S2 Pistol Micro w/ Brace 9mm Luger Collapsible Brace 20 16.35 / 23.35 4.12 5.5 $1,149

6 91354 01354 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol w/ Flash Can & 
Folding Brace 9mm Luger SBTEVO™

Folding Brace 20 21 / 29.4 7.72 6.5 $999

6 91353 01353 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Pistol w/ Flash Can 9mm Luger - 20 20.4 7.72 5.7 $949
7 08505 08506 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine w/ Muzzle Brake 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 36 / 26 16.2 6.06 $999
7 08507 08508 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine w/ Faux Suppressor 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 34.75 / 24.5 16.2 6.1 $1,049
7 08541 08542 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Muzzle Brake 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 36 / 26 16.2 6.06 $1,029
7 08543 08544 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 S1 Carbine FDE w/ Faux Suppressor 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 20 34.75 / 24.5 16.2 6.1 $1,079
8 91361 01361 CZ 805 Bren S1 Pistol 5.56×45 NATO - 30 23 10.91 7 $1,799
8 91362 01362 CZ 805 Bren S1 Pistol FDE 5.56×45 NATO - 30 23 10.91 7 $1,899
8 08520 08521 CZ 805 Bren S1 Carbine 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 39 / 28.5 16.2 8.02 $1,999
8 08522 08523 CZ 805 Bren S1 Carbine FDE 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 39 / 28.5 16.2 8.02 $2,099

8 04816 CZ 557 Urban Counter-Sniper 308 Win. 
(7.62x51 NATO)

Manners 
composite 10 38 16.2 8.48 $1,899

9 05001 CZ 750 Sniper 308 Win. 
(7.62x51 NATO) Polymer 10 48 26 11.90 $1,999

9 04370 CZ 550 Magnum H.E.T. II 338 Lapua Manners 
composite 5 48 25 14 $3,929

10 CZ Bren 2 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 19.3 / 28.3 8.26 6.28 LE/Mil Only
10 CZ Bren 2 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 22.4 / 31.4 10.91 6.72 LE/Mil Only

10 CZ Bren 2 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 25.6 / 34.6 14.17 7.16 LE/Mil Only

10 CZ Bren 2 7.62x39 Folding/Adj 30 20.1 / 29.1 9.05 6.35 LE/Mil Only
10 CZ 805 Bren A2 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 23 / 30.7 10.91 7.52 LE/Mil Only
10 CZ 805 Bren A1 5.56×45 NATO Folding/Adj 30 26.4 / 36 14.17 7.69 LE/Mil Only
10 CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 9mm Luger Folding/Adj 30 16.1 / 26 7.72 6.10 LE/Mil Only
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Needing a commemorative firearm for a unit, 
group or event? We’d be happy to oblige!

MILITARY/LAW ENFORCEMENT ONLY

CZ 805 BREN A2

CZ BREN 2

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1

Knowing that the Czech armed forces needed a new service weapon to replace 
the vz. 58, CZUB developed the 805 Bren. Designed around modularity, it is 
specifically built to switch between calibers and even magazine systems easily. 
Removing the barrel/piston system only involves six easily accessible screws. 
Swap out the bolt face, and the rifle can shoot a range of different cartridges. 

With a short-stroke piston system and a highly effective muzzle brake, the 805 
has gained a reputation for its smooth recoil impulse and lack of recoil.

The 805 features ambidextrous controls, STANAG (M16/AR15) mag compat-

ibility and a folding, adjustable stock. Available in A1 (14” barrel) and A2 (11” 
barrel) configurations with a monolithic 1913 top rail and accessory rails on 
sides and bottom. 

The Bren 805 A1 and A2 are only available for military/LE special order.

cal: 223/5.56x45 stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, two-tone

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 805 Bren A1 — 14” barrel

The ever-evolving needs of military forces led to the further development of the 
Bren platform. Whereas the 805 was built to a specific set of predetermined re-
quirements, the Bren 2 took years of input and data from use in the worldwide 
war on terror and put it all together in a smaller, lighter package. 

A shorter gas system allows for barrel lengths down to 8”, while giving settings 
for normal use or adverse conditions. The aluminum receiver is shorter and 
thinner, shaving weight from the rifle. Modular and built to swap between 
chamberings and barrels, the Bren 2 is available in three barrel lengths in 
223/5.56x45 and one in 7.62x39.

Gone is the reciprocating charging handle; in its place is one that remains for-
ward while the action cycles, but can be used to charge the rifle via a ratcheting 
mechanism that allows it to be used as a forward assist if needed. All controls 
are ambidextrous, including a bolt release located inside the trigger guard. For 
those familiar with the M16/AR15 platform, a paddle-style bolt catch/release is 
located on the left side of the weapon.

The Bren 2 is select-fire, currently only available for military/LE special order. 

cal: 223/5.56x45, 7.62x39 stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, black

The CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 is a compact submachine gun in 9mm Luger. 
With a blowback-operated action, the Scorpion can empty its magazine in 
a hair over 1.5 seconds. Equipped with a folding, adjustable LOP stock, ac-
curacy can be had out to 250 yards. The stock can be removed completely 
to create a surprisingly controllable machine pistol.

To make the Scorpion user-customizable, the reach to trigger is adjustable 
for different hand sizes, the charging handle is reversible, and the mag 
release is ambidextrous.

The EVO’s frame and trigger guard assembly are made of a lightweight  
polymer with monolithic top rail and accessory rails on sides and bottom. 
Field strip is made simple with a captured pin that allows the removal of the 
trigger assembly, enabling easy removal of the bolt and all moving parts.

Select-fire versions of the Scorpion are only available for military/LE 
special order.

cal: 9mm Luger stock/finish: Folding/adjustable, black

FIRST RESPONDER 
PURCHASE PROGRAM 
CZ-USA recognizes the many sacrifices our first responders and military members make 
on a daily basis. As a small way of saying thanks, we offer a special buying program for 
these special people (as well as retirees from these professions), and participants enjoy a 
significant savings off MSRP. To request program details, email LESales@cz-usa.com.

CZ-USA ARMORER’S COURSES 
Working with Team One Network, CZ-USA has developed certified armorer’s courses for law 
enforcement, military and licensed armed security personnel. For information on courses and 
availability, visit teamonenetwork.com or email our LE department at LESales@cz-usa.com.
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SUPPRESSORS

CZ S2 TI REFLEX 
With increasing use of Scorpions by Law Enforcement, we knew the time was quickly approaching when 
we’d need suppressed variants to meet the demands of some of the special units we work with. Not only 
that, we needed a suppressor that could maximize the available real estate of the Scorpion package while 
keeping the overall length as short as possible. 

The resulting gun is the Scorpion EVO III S2 Micro — found on page 6 in pistol form. The can to match 
needed to be something that we couldn’t source in the marketplace, requiring us to make it ourselves. 
Teaming up with the airflow specialists at Aerocharger, we were able to achieve the suppression of large 
cans but in a much more compact package. Comparing it directly to a standard Scorpion with one of the 
most popular micro 9mm cans on the market, the combo of the Scorpion Micro and the S2 Reflex are 
nearly 3” shorter, while further dampening the report by almost 10 dB!

A fully-welded titanium can, the S2 Ti Reflex is designed to fit under an HB Industries handguard, allowing 
it to have a 2” reflex blast chamber and giving it the volume of much larger cans while only protruding 
from the muzzle 5.83 inches. This full titanium can weighs in at just 9.6 ounces and spits out 147 grain 
defensive loads at well under 130 dB. 

For Scorpion owners who want the benefits of the S2 suppressor but at a more favorable price point, 
the S2 SS is the same fully-welded reflex design executed in 17-4 stainless steel. The downside of this 
stainless construction is a bit more weight — meaning it clocks in at 15.36 ounces.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ S2 SS Reflex — stainless steel construction

CZ RIMFIRE 22 LR 
Simplicity. With the same thread-in baffle system as the Integral system on the opposing page, the CZ Rimfire suppressor is built to 
blend into the heavy cylindrical barrels of our 455 Varmint line, with a .866” diameter and a 6.9” length. 

The same tunable baffle system allows users to set the baffles to factory specs or choose their own depths, chasing just the right 
spacing for the load they prefer to use. Easily taken apart for cleaning, the Rimfire can be used on any rimfire round under .224” 
diameter, including 17 HMR, 22 WMR and even 17 WSM. Due to the dirty nature of rimfire ammunition, cleaning every 300 rounds is 
recommended.

cal: Any rimfire below .224” diameter finish: Black Cerakote

CZ 5.56 TI REFLEX 
Combining light weight, superb suppression and short installed length, our centerfire reflex cans sport a very distinctive shape. To shave ounces, 
each titanium baffle is turned down on a lathe until it possesses just the right amount of material to withstand the pressures of full-auto use. 
The swirled shape of the internal baffle structure is reflected in its exterior, and each baffle is welded to the next until the stack exhibits a unique 
silhouette. Not only does this eliminate extra material that would simply add weight, it also increases surface area for heat dissipation. 

The endcap and mount are replaceable, and each can is shipped with a 3” reflex mount that allows the user to boost the internal can capacity 
greatly without increasing the overall length when assembled, with a standard flush mount also included for use on firearms that won’t allow for 
the reflex. Threaded 1/2x28 in 5.56, it is rated for full-auto use.

cal: 223/5.56x45 NATO and smaller finish: Black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 7.62 Ti Reflex — rated up to 300 Win. Mag., 5/8x24 thread
• CZ 338 Ti Reflex — rated up to 338 Lapua, 3/4x24 thread

CZ INTEGRAL 22 LR 
If it weren’t for the endcap, this suppressor would be completely unnoticeable  — that is until the trigger is pulled. Then it still 
might go unnoticed, since with subsonic ammo the loudest report will be that of the striker falling. 

Built into one of our standard 455 Varmint barrels, it utilizes a patented screw-in baffle system. Using the included tool, the 
owner can thread the baffles in to pre-designated locations within the forward threaded suppressor portion of the barrel. If 
they wish, they can tune baffle lengths to their liking, finding just the right combination for their load of choice.

Baffles and endcap are cut from 7075 aluminum, meaning between the hollowing out of the barrel and the lightweight 
suppressor components, the .866” diameter Varmint barrel experiences some weight loss while still measuring in at 20.9”. 

A unique (and patented) baffle thread cuts through accumulated crud for regular cleanings, which we recommend 
be done every 300 rounds due to the dirty nature of rimfire ammunition.

cal: 22 LR finish: Black Cerakote

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ Integral 17 HMR — chambered in 17 HMR, 20.9”
• CZ Integral 22 LR — chambered in 22 LR, 16.9”
• CZ Integral 17 HMR — chambered in 17 HMR, 16.9”

With evolving needs on our Law Enforcement side dictating the requirement 
for a Scorpion-specific suppressor, we decided it was high time to throw our 
hat into the ring of the U.S. suppressor market. We’re of the opinion that any 
product we can sell to LE we should also be able to sell to any other civilian, so 
while the Hughes Amendment might preclude the real fun stuff, we’re happy 
to offer a line of suppressors that are optimized for CZ platforms. 

From the Scorpion S2 Reflex to our line of titanium centerfire reflex cans, the 
overarching theme in our suppressor line is that function should dictate form. 
The results are lightweight and robust, with no excess bulk. Where possible, we 
incorporate reflex systems that minimize the overall length when threaded onto 
a host while maximizing internal volume — allowing these cans to suppress 
better than competitor offerings with the same overall firearm length.

rifle not included

Scorpion not included

rifle not included

cut away to show internals

cut away to show internals

Page in 
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(in.)
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(in.)
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(in.) Material Weight 
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12 90501 CZ Scorpion S2 Ti Reflex 9mm Luger 8.2 1.5 2 Titanium 9.6 $929
12 90502 CZ Scorpion S2 SS Reflex 9mm Luger 8.2 1.5 2 Stainless Steel 15.36 $599
12 90504 CZ Rimfire Integral 22 LR 20.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 40 $399
12 90505 CZ Rimfire Integral 17 HMR 20.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 40 $399
12 90509 CZ Rimfire Integral 22 LR 16.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 30.8 $399
12 90510 CZ Rimfire Integral 17 HMR 16.9 0.866 - Aluminum Baffles 30.8 $399
13 90503 CZ Rimfire Rimfire below .224” 6.9 0.866 - Aluminum 2.5 $339
13 90506 CZ 5.56 Ti Reflex 223/5.56×45 NATO 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,279
13 90507 CZ 7.62 Ti Reflex Up to 300 Win. Mag. 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,279
13 90508 CZ 338 Ti Reflex Up to 338 Lapua 5.6 / 8.83 1.63 3 Titanium 8.7 / 11.4 $1,299
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For details on Suppressor-Ready P-10s, turn to pages 20 and 21.

CZ P-10 C
Much more than just our take on the striker-fired pistol, the P-10 is decidedly CZ, from the way it feels to the way it shoots.

First order of business, ergonomics. Anyone who’s picked up a CZ 75 for the first time gets it — it just has to feel right in the hand. 
With the CZ grip angle, the P-10 avoids that “brick-in-the-hand” feeling that has plagued many in the striker-fired genre, allowing it to 
point naturally. A mild palm swell, deep beavertail and three interchangeable backstraps make the P-10 fit a wide variety of hands as 
if it were built for them. Because it was. 

Next up, trigger. Many striker-fired pistols do many things right and then fall short when it comes time to pull the trigger. Designed 
to minimize creep and stacking, the P-10’s trigger breaks clean and light and rebounds with a short, positive reset, meaning single 
shots can be meticulously placed while follow-ups are effortless. 

Built to withstand the rigors of military use, its fiber-reinforced polymer frame and hardy nitride finish are made for the daily grind. 
A generous trigger guard allows use with gloved hands while being undercut to allow as high a grip as possible, and a set of metal 
tactical 3-dot sights allow for one-handed manipulation of the slide on a belt. Like all CZ pistols, the P-10 is built with our legendary 
cold hammer-forged barrel. 

The “C” indicates that it is compact in both frame and slide size, and magazines are backwards-compatible with the hammer-fired 
P-07, meaning the P-10 C holds 15+1 in 9mm in a flush-fitting mag, with extended bases allowing 17+1.

Take-down of the P-10 will be familiar to most fans of striker-fired guns, and even more pleasing will be holster compatibility with 
some of the most common guns on the market. An ambidextrous mag release and slide stop make the P-10 easy to operate with 
either hand.

It may have taken a while to come to market, but we feel the wait has been worth it. With CZ reliability, engineered ergonomics and a 
bevy of features both familiar and new, the P-10 is the complete package.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/black polymer

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ P-10 C — 40 S&W, 12+1 capacity
• CZ P-10 C FDE — 9mm Luger, Flat Dark Earth frame, tritium night sights
• CZ P-10 C FDE — 40 S&W, Flat Dark Earth frame, tritium night sights
• CZ P-10 C FDE White Nitride — 9mm Luger, Flat Dark Earth frame, white nitride slide, tritium night sights

CZ P-10
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CZ P-07 OD GREEN
Our compact polymer DA/SA pistol, the P-07 shares all of the features of the P-09 just in a much smaller 
package. The same Omega trigger system allows users to easily swap from a manual safety to a decocker 
depending on their preference. With 15+1 capacity in 9mm (12+1 in 40), it makes for a concealed-carry firearm 
without sacrificing capacity. 

A Picatinny light rail on the dustcover enables it to pull duty at the bedside with a light/laser and the metal 
3-dot sights are easy to acquire at the range. Three interchangeable backstraps allow shooters with small or 
large hands to tune it to fit their grip. 

Featuring the versatile Omega trigger system, the P-07 is shipped with ambidextrous decockers installed but 
can easily be converted to an ambi manual safety with the supplied parts and instructions.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/OD green polymer

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ P-07 — black polymer frame
• CZ P-07 — black polymer frame, 40 S&W, 12-round capacity

CZ P-09
For those who prefer the double-strike capability of the CZ 75 DA/SA hammer-fired system, the P-09 is 
our full-size service pistol. Boasting an impressive 19+1 rounds in 9mm in its flush-fitting magazine, its 
capacity is unsurpassed by any other service pistol. 

With the versatile Omega trigger system, the P-09 is shipped with ambidextrous decockers installed but 
can easily be converted to ambi manual safety with the supplied parts and instructions. 

Also included are small, medium and large backstraps that allow users to customize the pistol’s grip to 
their hand while retaining the natural point of aim that CZ handguns are known for. 

With an integrated 1913 Picatinny rail, the P-09 is readily adaptable to low-light situations. The Omega 
DA/SA trigger provides a crisp single-action trigger break while providing the safety of a DA first-pull 
option.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/black polymer

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ P-09 OD Green — OD green frame
• CZ P-09 — 40 S&W, 15-round capacity

CZ P-07 KADET KIT
Designed to swap onto current P-07s and older P-07 Duty pistols, the P-07 Kadet Kit enables shooters 
to train using cheaper (though not as cheap or plentiful as it used to be) 22 LR ammo. With a 10-round 
magazine and fully reciprocating slide, function will be identical to the host pistol in factory form, just with 
lighter recoil and lower cost associated with its use. Ships with two magazines.

cal: 22 LR finish: Black anodized

CZ P-09 KADET KIT
Our Kadet Kits have always been popular with shooters who want to be able to practice with their carry, 
competition or duty firearm but with the reduced cost of 22 LR ammo. This means ergonomics, controls 
and any internal modifications are present for plinking, all while retaining holster compatibility. 

Topped with a set of serrated target sights borrowed from the Shadow 2, the P-09 Kadet Kit ships with two 
magazines.

cal: 22 LR finish: Black anodized

CZ P-09 CZ P-07
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All CZ Suppressor-Ready 9mms are threaded 1/2x28  
and are fitted with a set of high tritium night sights.

CZ URBAN GREY SUPPRESSOR-READY SERIES
Clad in an urban grey color, this limited-edition series of pistols has a set of high suppressor sights equipped with 
tritium lamps front and rear. Extended capacity magazines are used wherever possible, boosting capacities on all 
but the SP-01 by 2 rounds. This gives the P-09 an impressive 21+1!

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/Urban Grey polymer

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 75 P-10 C Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 17+1 capacity
• CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 18+1 capacity
• CZ 75 B Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 18+1 capacity, swappable safety/decocker
• CZ 75 P-01 Ω Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 16+1 capacity, swappable safety/decocker
• CZ P-09 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 21+1 capacity
• CZ P-07 Urban Grey Suppressor-Ready — 17+1 capacity

SUPPRESSOR-READY

CZ P-10 C SUPPRESSOR-READY
The newest CZ pistol joins the quiet riot. With an extended barrel threaded 1/2x28, this striker-fired 
pistol can fill every role — from range-day plinker or duty weapon to bedside protector with a light 
and compact can. High night sights give good visibility over most 9mm cans, while the extended mag 
bases boost capacity by 2 rounds.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/black polymer

CZ P-09 SUPPRESSOR-READY
Loaded with features but without all the flash of the Urban Grey series, the standard black P-09 
Suppressor-Ready now comes with high night sights and extended magazine bases in addition to the 
obligatory extended, threaded barrel (1/2x28).

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Nitride/black polymer

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ P-07 Suppressor-Ready — Compact model, 17+1 capacity
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FULL-SIZE 75/85
CZ 75 PLATFORM
COMMON FEATURES
•  High-capacity double-stack magazine
•  Hammer-forged barrel
•  Ergonomic grip and controls 
•  Unparalleled accuracy
•  Slide-in-frame design for better recoil control
•  3-dot sighting system 

(tritium night sights available)
•  Extended service life due to advanced design 

and superior materials
•  Firing-pin-block safety 

(on most models)

On October 12th, 2007, we built the 1 millionth CZ 75 — a 
testament to its popularity worldwide. Designed in 1975, the 
CZ 75 was one of the first “Wonder Nines” — 9mm pistols 
that combined high capacity with a double-action trigger 
system. With a signature slide-in-frame design, an entire 
family of pistols has been developed around the CZ 75 
design, including compacts, decockers, single-action-only, 
ambidextrous, alloy frames and even competition pistols. 

Following a steady rise in popularity within USPSA, results 
from the 2014 Production Nationals showed that CZ pistols 
are now used by more competitors than any other brand 
of pistol. Ergonomics, shootability and reliability of the 75 
platform leave the other production pistols wanting. 

TIMELESS DESIGN, 
SUPERB PERFORMANCE

 = CALIFORNIA DOJ APPROVED
CZ 75 B MATTE STAINLESS
The CZ 75 B Stainless is the first stainless steel firearm to bear the CZ name. With 
the exception of an ambidextrous manual safety and rubber grips, the stainless 
version is functionally identical to the CZ 75 B. The biggest difference is an improve-
ment in corrosion resistance, though many will argue there is an improvement in 
appearance as well.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Matte stainless

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 75 B High Polish Stainless

CZ 75 B Ω CONVERTIBLE
A further evolution of the 75 B Ω (Omega), the new Convertible version 
allows users to swap from decocker to safety operation in the same 
manner as our popular P-07/P-09 pistols. Using the same simplified, 
more robust variation of the 75’s trigger system as the previous Omega, 
trigger parts use an interlocking design that allows for easy disas-
sembly and reassembly without the need for tools. Not only does this 
simplify maintenance, the trigger parts themselves are made of different 
materials to enhance durability, operation life and reliability.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

MODEL VARIANTS:
•  CZ 75 B 9mm Luger — Classic CZ 75 trigger system 
•  CZ 75 B 40 S&W — Ambidextrous safety and full-length slide rails 
• CZ 75 BD 9mm Luger — Decocking lever 

CZ KADET II ADAPTER
The CZ 75 Kadet conversion kit is a separate accessory for the CZ 75/85 pistol 
series allowing the firing of 22 LR-caliber cartridges.

The CZ 75 fitted with the Kadet 22 LR conversion is the perfect training or plinking 
pistol, with the slide weighted and balanced just like the CZ 75. Like its centerfire 
counterpart, the CZ 75 Kadet is an all-steel model complete with adjustable sights.

Included are two 10-round magazines that fit flush with the grips of the full-size CZ 
75 and SP-01 models. The Kadet conversion kit will work on the CZ 75 compact 
models including the P-01, P-06 and PCR, but the full-size magazines will extend 
below the bottom of the compact grips of these models. The Kadet conversion will 
not work on the 97, 75 TS or any polymer models. The P-01, PCR, P-06 and steel 
Compact in 40 use a specific slide stop. On 85s, the Kadet slide stop will not work; 
the factory 85 stop must be used, which won’t allow for last-round hold-open.

cal: 22 LR magazine capacity: 10 rounds
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FULL-SIZE SP-01 FULL-SIZE 45 ACP

CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM
The sidearm of the Czech military, the Phantom is back by popular demand. 
Essentially a polymer-framed SP-01 Tactical and using the classic CZ 75 trigger 
system, this popular variant was re-released in 2017 with an updated polymer, 
now sharing the same fiber-reinforced formula used in the P-09 and P-07. 

With interchangeable backstraps and mag compatibility with the standard 75 
platform, the SP-01 Phantom has long been a favorite in the CZ community.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

CZ 75 SP-01 
A stand-out as one of the most popular pistols in our extensive lineup of CZ 75 variants, the SP-01 has a 
reputation for shootability and reliability. Originally designed as a military and law enforcement duty sidearm, 
its exceptional accuracy and handling characteristics have found it a home in the world of competitive shoot-
ing. For that reason, SP-01s and SP-01 Shadows (see page 33) have risen to become the gun of choice for 
competitors at USPSA Production Nationals. 

With an integral Picatinny-style rail on the dustcover, rubber grip panels and a set of tritium night sights, the 
SP-01 is equally adept as a home defense firearm as it is clanging steel on a range. CZ’s two-stage finish of a 
hardy phosphate base and the corrosion-resistant black Polycoat outer layer are built to withstand the rigors of 
military use, meaning holster wear and rough treatment may leave it scuffed but otherwise unaffected.

Borrowing from the improved grip geometry of the compact P-01, the SP-01 utilizes an extended beavertail to 
protect the shooter’s strong hand as well as allowing for a deeper and more secure grip. The grip geometry, 
checkering in key areas on the front- and backstraps, and redistribution of mass provided by the accessory rail, 
noticeably decrease the perceived recoil from standard 75 models and allow for more rapid target acquisition 
and transition. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical — Ambidextrous decocking levers

CZ 97 B 
The CZ 97 B is the big-bore brother to the CZ 75 B — the first CZ 
pistol produced in 45 ACP. It is operationally identical to the 75 B (SA/
DA, firing pin block safety and magazine brake). Features include a 
screw-in barrel bushing, loaded-chamber indicator and a double-stack 
magazine holding 10 rounds. The thin aluminum scales slim the grip 
down to make it comfortable for even those with smaller hands, and the 
fiber optic front sight and two-dot rear make it great at the range. 

cal: 45 ACP finish: Black Polycoat

CZ 97 BD 
Just as the standard 75 has a decocker variant, so does the 97. For 
those who prefer the heavy double-action first pull, the BD model adds 
a manual decocker to help drop the hammer to half-cock. 

The 97 BD shares many of the features of the B model, including its 
hardy black Polycoat finish and thin aluminum checkered grips. Besides 
the decocker, the BD also adds a set of 3-dot tritium night sights.  

cal: 45 ACP finish: Black Polycoat

A special version of the 97 B is specifically 
made for the California market, so check 
with your local CZ-USA Authorized Dealer 
for availability. SKU of this pistol is 01401. 
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CZ 75 P-01 Ω CONVERTIBLE
Incorporating our swappable Ω (Omega) trigger system, the P-01 Ω can be 
converted from decocker to safety operation with minimal tools. Using the 
same simplified, more robust variation of the 75’s trigger system as previous 
Omega models, trigger parts use an interlocking design that allows for easy 
disassembly and reassembly without the need for tools. Not only does this 
simplify maintenance, the trigger parts themselves are made of different 
materials to enhance durability, operation life and reliability.

The P-01 platform was designed for LE and military duty, but its compact size 
and the reduced weight due to the forged alloy frame made it ideal for discreet 
carry as well. Its aircraft aluminum 7075 frame sheds weight, while the dust 
cover-mounted rail allows a user to add a light or laser. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 75 P-01 — 9mm Luger, decocker only, standard 75 trigger system 

CZ 75 D PCR 
Thanks to its forged 7075 aluminum frame, the PCR weighs a full ¼ 
pound lighter than the 75 Compact, making it more comfortable for 
everyday carry. Equipped with a decocking lever, it is designed to 
be decocked before holstering. After decocking, the trigger safety 
is much like that of a double-action revolver. While there is no need 
to flip a safety lever off, the relatively longer and heavier trigger pull 
for the first round requires a conscious decision to pull the trigger 
before firing. Other additions to the PCR include rubber grip panels, 
serrated front- and backstraps for improved handling, low-drag 
sights and a loaded-chamber indicator.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

COMPACT

SUB-COMPACT

CZ 2075 RAMI B 
With a 3” barrel and an unloaded weight of less than 26 
ounces, the black polycoat, alloy-framed RAMI is ideal for 
concealed carry. 

Based on the proven CZ 75 line of pistols, the RAMI is double 
action/single action, allowing it to be carried in different 
conditions depending on the shooter’s preferences. 

Incorporating the CZ double-stack magazine design, the little 
RAMI ships with a 10-round flush-mount magazine and 14-
round extended magazine. A low-capacity-compliant version 
of the 9mm is available with two 10-round magazines. 

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 2075 RAMI BD — decocking lever instead of safety

CZ 75 COMPACT 
At 5” tall with a barrel length of just under 4”, the compact model shaves a little 
more than ¾” off the length and about ½” off the height of the full-size CZ 75. 
This reduced size allows it to readily disappear under regular clothing, while 
the steel frame still makes it comfortable to shoot for extended sessions at 
the range. Equipped with a manual safety, it is able to be carried cocked and 
locked, or manually decocked for a DA first pull and SA thereafter.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Plycoat
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CZ SHADOW 2 KADET KIT
Affording Shadow 2 owners a cheaper plinking option, the Shadow 2 Kadet converts the 
9mm Shadow 2 over to a blow-back 22 LR, allowing shooters to use their competition 
belts, mag holders and any frame-mounted modifications or accessories. Ships with two 
10-round magazines.

cal: 22 LR finish: Black anodized

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ SP-01 Kadet Kit — Shorter slide to fit SP-01 models

CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORT ORANGE 
Turning the Tactical Sport up a notch, the Orange borrows a number of design 
features from the Czechmate and incorporates a few of its own. With the slimmer 
trigger guard, revised grip geometry and finer checkering from the Czechmate 
frame, it adds a thumb stop and fully adjustable target sights.

With the same long slide and full-length dust cover as the standard TS, it also 
shares the single-action-only trigger, giving it an incredibly light pull and short 
reset, making it a joy to shoot at the range and deadly in competition.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat, orange grips/mag bases

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange 40 S&W 

CZ SHADOW 2 BLACK & BLUE
In recent years, the SP-01 Shadow has taken the competition circuit by storm. In USPSA Production 
Division, CZ pistols are now used by twice as many top-level competitors than any other maker. 

Given that popularity, it was high time to up the ante. Starting from scratch, CZUB engineers took the 
best features of the original Shadow and improved upon them. More than two years later, the Shadow 2 
emerged, bearing the fruits of their efforts. 

With a higher beavertail and undercut trigger guard, the shooter’s hand is able to be as close to the bore 
axis as possible. With a contoured slide, the majority of the reciprocating mass is contained below the 
bore, equating to less muzzle flip. Increased weight at the dust cover/rail also helps keep the muzzle 
down. 

The Shadow 2’s swappable mag release has an adjustable, extended button with three settings to allow 
shooters to set it in the spot most comfortable for them. Also included in the box is an extended ambidex-
trous safety set and a number of buffers for use with lighter springs and/or hotter rounds.

Best of all, new trigger components give smooth DA and crisp, clean SA while drastically reducing trigger 
reset.

A hardy nitride finish coats the entire pistol, leaving it nearly impervious to corrosion, with an additional 
layer of our propietary black Polycoat on the frame. Thin blue aluminum grips have healthy checkering 
to match the fine front- and backstrap checkering of the pistol itself. Sitting atop the slide are a set of 
target sights — fiber optic on front and a serrated, black HAJO rear (click adjustable for elevation, drift 
adjustable for windage).

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat/nitride, blue grips

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Shadow 2 Urban Grey — Nitrided, coated in Urban Grey Polycoat, black aluminum grips.

COMPETITION
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Extras included:

The Czechmate can be configured with compensator and 
red dot for Open Division or with iron sights for Limited.

CZ CZECHMATE
Getting a refresh for 2017, the Czechmate is an out-of-the-box Open gun. 
Now featuring the same fine checkering as the TS Orange, the Czechmate is 
equipped with a C-MORE® red dot sight and four-port compensator and is 
built to run major power factor ammunition. More than just a one-trick pony, 
the comp and brake can be easily swapped over to a Limited division setup.

To make the transition to Limited division, a spare barrel is included along 
with a front sight adapter to replace the compensator and a rear sight to 
replace the slide racker handle. A big stick 26-round magazine and three 
20-round magazines are included in the CZ hardcase.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORT 
Introduced in 2005, the CZ 75 Tactical Sport is a competition-ready pistol designed 
for IPSC standard division (USPSA® limited division). The weight and balance of the 
CZ 75 TS are optimized for the rapid yet accurate shooting necessary for success in 
practical shooting disciplines. An evolution of the proven CZ 75 Standard IPSC, the 
TS retains all of the best features of its predecessor and brings increased durability, 
new sights, a new trigger system and more.

The TS features a full-length dustcover, a 5.4” barrel (0.7” longer than the CZ 75 B) 
as well as a slightly larger grip to accommodate the higher-capacity heavy-duty 
magazine. Other features include a fixed rear sight, ambidextrous safety, extended 
magazine release, SA trigger, checkered front and rear strap, and a gaping 
magazine well for fast magazine changes.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Dual tone (silver Polycoat frame/blue slide)

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 75 Tactical Sport 40 S&W 

COMPETITION

CZ 75 B SA 
Built around the standard 75 platform, the 75 B SA leaves the 
factory ready to compete. With a single-action-only trig-
ger system, pull is light and crisp out of the box. Oversized 
ambidextrous safeties and a reversible mag release allows entry 
for left- or right-handed shooters. 

Shipping with two 16-round magazines, it uses the standard CZ 
75 magazine, meaning it can use SP-01 18+1 mags and extended 
capacity 26-round mags if desired.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat
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BUILT BY 

CZ 75 COMPACT SDP
Starting with the lightweight P-01, Angus’s crew installs a competition 
hammer modified to work with the decocker, polishes and smoothes the 
firing pin block, and tunes the trigger to 3.5 to 4 pounds in SA and 8.5 to 9 
pounds in DA. Riding atop the slide are tritium sights with a low-mount in 
the rear for a snag-free profile. Custom interior parts like a solid firing pin 
stop, solid trigger pin, extended firing pin and a stainless steel guide rod 
complete the package.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

CZ 75 SP-01 SHADOW TARGET II
The Target II is a competition-ready pre-B-style SP-01 Shadow, featuring 
a CZ Custom trigger job with a short-reset trigger, fully adjustable rear 
sight, fiber optic front sight, stainless steel guide rod, lighter springs for 
competition (11-pound recoil and 13-pound main), extended magazine 
release and checkered aluminum grips. It was created by champion 
shooter Angus Hobdell’s CZ Custom Shop to have trigger pulls of 3 to 4 
pounds in SA and 7.5 to 8.5 pounds in DA.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

CZ ACCUSHADOW 2
Leave it to CZ Custom to take the Shadow 2 to the next level! To anchor the 
muzzle in the slide, their new ¼ turn 1911-style AccuBushing makes the pistol 
capable of sub-3” groups at 50 yards. A custom hammer further lightens and 
smooths the DA and SA pulls, while the reset is shortened with a hand-fit dis-
connector. Whether you’re after outstanding accuracy, an edge in competition 
or just plain fun — the AccuShadow 2 can deliver!

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Black Polycoat

When it comes to tuned competition CZs, there’s no one who builds more of them each year than Angus Hobdell, owner of CZ 
Custom. Angus has been building pistols for us for the better part of a decade, with his shop becoming the de facto CZ-USA 
custom pistol shop. Each year we partner with him to build a handful of models that combine the best parts available to meet the 
varying needs and budgets of competitive shooters. Check out CZ Custom at czcustom.com.
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DW 50TH ANNIVERSARY LIMITED EDITION
Half a century of manufacturing fine firearms is no small feat, and we’re proud to commemorate the occasion with 
a very special Dan Wesson 1911. Understated class was the theme of the build, with tasteful engraving on slide and 
frame, slide rollmark delete and a high-polish nitride finish to resemble a quality deep blue.  

G10 grips have the look of ivory and are inlaid with DW logo medallions while the grip safety and recoil spring plug are 
engraved and gold-inlaid with “DW” and “50th”, respectively. The round-topped slide is fitted with a brass bead front 
sight, making this one of the classiest Dan Wessons made to date.

cal: 45 ACP finish: High polish nitride

For more images, detailed feature breakdowns and 360º product 
views, visit our updated website at danwessonfirearms.com.

FEATURES
• Hand-fit 70-series frame and slide
• Forged slides and barrels
• Hand-fit match barrels
• Billet alloy steel fire-control system
• Zero MIM parts
• All premium components
• Lowered and flared ejection port
• Beveled magazine well
• Carry bevel treatment
• Undercut triggerguards
• Hand-polished flats
• Crisp 3.5- to 5-pound factory trigger 
• Two magazines
• Signature-series case
• Barrel bushing wrench
• Cable lock and manual

In 1968, Dan Wesson struck off on his own to manufacture fine firearms 
that deviated from the standard. Fifty years later, the company he 
founded is still going strong and still building unique products. Though 
there are many manufacturers of 1911s, not many combine custom-level 
fitting, top-shelf parts and clean, elegant lines like Dan Wesson — let 
alone at such an attainable price. 

We produce only a few thousand handguns a year, using the best components and 
finishes the industry has to offer. We painstakingly hand-fit and polish each and every 
part, creating the best possible production 1911. Even a custom pistol maker would 
be hard-pressed to build a gun that would outperform ours straight out of the box. No 
matter the model, from our entry-level Vigil series to the long-slide Bruin, we are proud to 
provide our customers the best bang for the buck in the industry.

All our pistols share the same match-grade components, but specific features vary by 
model. We invite you to find another production 1911 in our price range that gives you 
everything Dan Wesson has to offer.
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DAN WESSONDAN WESSON

DW VIGIL SUPPRESSOR-READY
A more affordable entry into the Dan Wesson lineup, the Vigil series pistols are all built around a 
forged aluminum frame with a stainless slide. The round-top slide wears a tritium sight on the front 
and a serrated tactical rear. The frontstrap is checkered 25 LPI, as is the rear that also features a 
rounded butt for comfortable carry.

This Suppressor-Ready variant is Government-size with an extended, threaded barrel and high 
sights with a tritium front. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP  finish: Black Duty finish

MODEL VARIANT:
• DW Vigil — Standard non-threaded Match barrel and standard-height sights

DW VIGIL COMMANDER
With the same features as the Government-size Vigil, this shorter Commander drops some weight 
due to its shorter barrel and slide, making it a mid-sized pistol that remains incredibly shootable 
while being easier to carry on-body all day. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP  finish: Black Duty finish

DW VIGIL CCO
Rounding out the Vigil series, the CCO variant combines a sub-compact Officer frame with a com-
pact Commander slide and barrel. Ideal for concealed carry, it is light as can be while retaining the 
sight radius of a Commander model, making it very shootable. 

Like all of the Vigil pistols, the Vigil CCO wears a set of cocobolo Shadow grips, a forged aluminum 
frame with 25 LPI frontstrap checkering and a round-top slide with a tactical sight in the rear and a 
tritium night sight in the front. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP  finish: Black Duty finish

DW BRUIN
With more folks than ever choosing to hunt with a handgun and the continuing resurgence of the 
10mm cartridge, we decided it was time to bring the heat. Our first long-slide 1911, the Bruin was 
born to hunt. The long slide means a long sight radius and the 6” barrel within allows full-power 
10mm loads as much time as possible to use their powder charge. Fully adjustable tritium sights 
ensure that when shooting hours arrive, you’ll be able to see the sights. Not only that, but we’re 
using a tritium/fiber-optic combo front sight to make sure the front glows day or night.

cal: 10mm  finish: Two-tone black/bronze Duty finish

MODEL VARIANT:
• DW Bruin Black — 10mm or 45 ACP, black Duty finish, red/black G10 grips
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DW VALOR COMMANDER BLACK
The Valor series features a forged frame with 25-LPI checkering front and back, an undercut trigger guard, 
tactical night sights, VZ® slim-line G10 grips, as well as our tool-steel fire controls and other premium 
small parts. Every piece that goes into a Valor is hand fit, polished and blended to provide you with not 
only the best-functioning gun we can provide but also the best looking. 

Available in both Government and Commander sizes, Valors can be finished in a matte glass bead stain-
less or our super-durable black Duty finish over stainless. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP finish: Black Duty finish

MODEL VARIANTS:
• DW Valor Commander — Matte stainless finish, black G10 grips
• DW Valor — Matte stainless steel, black G10 grips, available in 9mm, 10mm or 45
• DW Valor Black — Black Duty finish over stainless, black/gray G10 grips, available in 9mm, 10mm or 45

DW V-BOB
A 4.25” bobtailed Commander version of the Valor, the V-Bob contains all the same 
attention to detail in a smaller package. With a Commander-length slide, shorter 
dustcover and flush mag base, it makes an excellent firearm for concealed carry.

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP finish: Matte stainless steel

MODEL VARIANT:
• DW V-Bob Black — Black Duty finish, black/gray G10 grips

DAN WESSON

DW A2 PARKERIZED
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)
Introduced last year to rave reviews, the A2 is our vision of what the 3rd generation of military 1911 
could have looked like. New for 2018 is a Parkerized version, even further standing as a testament to 
the most-copied pistol design in history. 

A lowered and flared ejection port, modern combat sights, tactical beavertail and an extended 
thumb safety as well as a hint of undercutting to the trigger guard make this one combat-ready pistol.

Starting with a forged steel frame and slide, the A2 is built using top-shelf parts, with each com-
ponent being hand-fit. Parts are blended by hand, then it is bead-blasted and finished in either the 
shown Parkerization or a matte blue. 

Double diamond walnut grips give it a classic look while the stainless steel match barrel and tight 
slide-to-frame fit ensure that it’s no slouch in the accuracy department. 

cal: 45 ACP finish: Parkerized

• DW A2 — Matte blue finish
• DW A2 Commander — Matte blue finish, Commander-length slide/barrel

DW WRAITH
Anyone who’s been paying attention to the development of the CZ and Dan 
Wesson lines in recent years will have noticed a trend — many more Suppressor-
Ready pistols. The Wraith is a threaded Government-size 1911 available in 45 ACP, 
10mm or 9mm and wears a distressed version of our Duty finish. A stainless pistol 
underneath this mottled exterior, any parts that aren’t distressed are blacked out. 
 
Some grippy stippled G10 grips are cut short to accommodate a magwell, and the 
slide wears an abbreviated set of forward serrations and a set of high night sights. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 10mm Auto, 45 ACP finish: Distressed Duty finish
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DAN WESSON

DW DISCRETION
With suppressors becoming more and more mainstream, the Discretion’s match-grade stainless barrel is 
extended and threaded to make it a ready host. Its aggressively-ported slide helps make up for the added 
weight of a can out front, while its serrated trigger and competition-inspired hammer give it a look all its own. 

High tritium sights allow for sighting over the top of most pistol suppressors, with a rear designed so that the 
slide can be racked on a belt if using the pistol one-handed. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP finish: Black Duty finish

DW DISCRETION COMMANDER
This shorter, Commander-length version of the Discretion might actually be a better suppressor 
host than its 5” big brother. By reducing slide and barrel length, weight is removed from the muzzle 
end, meaning once your suppressor of choice is attached, it’s much less muzzle-heavy than its 
Government-sized counterpart. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 45 ACP finish: Black Duty finish

DW SPECIALIST COMMANDER
A more compact version of the Specialist, this Commander variant carries all the same features but with 
a shorter slide and 4.25” barrel.

cal: 9mm, 45 ACP finish: Matte stainless steel

MODEL VARIANTS:
• DW Specialist Commander Black — 9mm or 45 ACP, black Duty finish
• DW Specialist Commander Distressed — 45 ACP, distressed Duty finish, black grips

DW SPECIALIST DISTRESSED
When police departments approached us to build a more reliable, durable 1911 to replace what they 
had been carrying, we developed a model just for them. Additions that made it ideal for law enforce-
ment also made it perfect for home defense, so we gladly offered it for sale to the public.

The frame sports an integral 1913 Picatinny rail, 25-LPI frontstrap checkering, undercut triggerguard 
and recessed slide stop to enable the installation of laser grips. Equipped with an ambidextrous thumb 
safety, extended magazine release and magwell, the Specialist is operator-friendly. It is finished off with 
a set of G10 grips that guide the hand into the beavertail and hold it there. The Specialist ships with two 
8-round magazines with bump pads and is available in either a matte stainless finish or our black Duty 
finish, which makes for an especially hardy pistol that scoffs at everyday wear and tear.

The forged stainless steel slide wears our popular Clark-style serrated rib with a single amber tritium 
dot in the rear sight and a green lamp with white target ring in front. 

cal: 9mm, 45 ACP finish: Distressed Duty finish over stainless steel

MODEL VARIANTS:
• DW Specialist — 9mm or 45 ACP, full-size frame and slide, matte stainless finish 
• DW Specialist Black — 9mm or 45 ACP, black Duty finish 
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DW HERITAGE RZ-45
The Heritage is our entry-level 1911, allowing shooters to experience Dan Wesson quality at the 
most affordable price possible. Even though this model is our most economical, it features all 
the same quality components that we use in our 1911 models. A Government-size model, it has 
a 5” barrel and is chambered in 45 ACP. The slide features our serrated rib and wears a tritium 
front sight and plain black, snag-free rear. The sides of the slide have a nice brushed polish on 
the flats, while the rounds are sandblasted to match the matte forged frame with undercut trig-
gerguard and smooth frontstrap. Grips are rubber Double Diamonds by Hogue®. The Heritage 
is a great introduction to the Dan Wesson 1911 experience, and we are confident it will become 
an heirloom, handed down from generation to generation.

cal: 45 ACP finish: Brushed/bead-blasted stainless steel

DW RAZORBACK RZ-10 
Our Razorback has always been our most popular 10mm platform. The RZ-10 is a 5” 1911 and 
features the serrated target rib machined on the top of the slide with fixed defensive sights. 
We fit a match-grade, ramped barrel for use of the most popular 10mm loads and smoother 
feeding. The slide is mated to our standard forged frame with undercut trigger guard and 
smooth frontstrap. On both the frame and the slide, we polish the flats to a soft brushed finish 
and sandblast the rounds. The gun is finished off with a nice set of double diamond cocobolo 
grips. Chambered in the powerful 10mm cartridge, the RZ-10 is a very versatile 1911 package 
suitable for defensive use, target shooting and handgun hunting of medium-sized game up to 
deer or wild boar.

cal: 10mm finish: Brushed/bead-blasted stainless steel

DW P0INTMAN NINE (PM-9)
The Pointman series has been offered in limited quantities in the past, and demand always outpaces pro-
duction capacity. Featuring our serrated rib on top of the forged slide, it has an adjustable target sight in 
the rear, a fiber optic sight in the front, and front and rear cocking serrations. The frame is forged stainless 
with an undercut trigger guard and 25-LPI frontstrap checkering. The flats are polished to a soft brushed 
finish, and the rounds are sandblasted for a nice contrast. Double-diamond cocobolo grips finish it off. 
With the lower cost of 9mm ammunition and mild recoil, this is the perfect model for getting acquainted 
with the 1911. Holding 9+1 rounds, the PM-9 shines both at the range and in competition.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Brushed/bead-blasted stainless steel

MODEL VARIANTS:
• DW Pointman 38 (PM-38) 38 Super
• DW Pointman 45 (PM-45) 45 ACP
• DW Pointman Seven (PM-7) 45 ACP, standard front sight, bead-blasted frontstrap (California legal)

Now available in 45 ACP 
and 38 Super!

DW P0INTMAN CARRY (PM-C)
A fully stainless take on the CCO concept (Commander-length slide with an Officer frame), the Pointman 
Carry is easily concealed while being incredibly comfortable to shoot. With features closely mirroring the 
full-size Pointman Nine, its reduced grip length makes it disappear under even thin cover garments and its 
stainless frame helps soak up recoil.

Besides its size, a few key differences set it apart from the full-size Pointman series. Lack of forward serra-
tions and a fixed combat rear sight help make it better in its role as an every-day CCW.

cal: 9mm Luger, 38 Super, 45 ACP finish: Brushed/bead blasted stainless steel
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The 715 is as it was before — designed and built to be the most accurate, rugged and versatile revolver on the market. Famous for its 
swappable barrels, 2016 saw the revival of the Pistol Pack. Shipped with 4”, 6” and 8” barrel/shroud assemblies in the modern heavy vent 
shroud profile, the weight of which tames the recoil of the 357 Magnum very well.

Like its famous predecessors, barrel assemblies and grips are easily swapped by the shooter, and the 715 accepts grips and barrel/shroud 
assemblies from 15-2 model and newer revolvers. The tensioned barrel of the DW interchangeable barrel system enhances accuracy, 
pulling the barrel tight like a guitar string, enabling it to vibrate at the same frequency every time. 

The forward crane latch, located in front of the cylinder and paired with a rear ball detent, helps to ensure proper cylinder/barrel alignment 
during firing. While the tensioned barrel definitely improves accuracy over other revolvers, it’s that consistent cylinder/barrel alignment that 
contributes most to the accuracy of the design. Additionally, the clockwise-rotating cylinder reduces stress on the crane, since it turns 
in the same direction the crane locks, prolonging service life and keeping everything tight. The 715's frame is robust, built to handle the 
heaviest of factory loads.

Each Pistol Pack is shipped in a custom Dan Wesson hardcase with compartments for the additional barrel assemblies and a factory-
supplied barrel wrench kit.

cal: 357 Magnum/38 Special finish: Brushed stainless steel

MODEL VARIANT:
• DW 715 — 6” barrel only

DW ECO
We wanted to give our customers the smallest, lightest gun we could 
without sacrificing accuracy, dependability and stopping power. Enter 
the ECO — a single-stack, Officer-size 1911 that weighs only 25 ounces. 
For years, the Officer model has been criticized for its reliability. We have 
conquered that by using the latest technology and doing what others say 
can’t be done. The recoil system is unique for this style of 1911, using a 
solid, one-piece guide rod and a flat recoil spring that is rated for 15,000 rounds in 45 
ACP — 15,000 rounds! — not 500 like most 1911 dual recoil systems are rated for. With longevity unheard 
of in a production 1911, it also gives the benefit of a smooth slide for easier operation and less felt recoil.

The lightweight 3.5” slide is topped with tritium night sights with our tactical rear, which allows for easy 
one-handed racking. The ECO barrel is a flush-cut, ramped bull barrel with a target crown rather than the 
traditional barrel bushing setup, allowing it to be more compact and easier to disassemble. 

The frame is anodized aluminum and features an undercut trigger guard and 25-LPI checkering. The 
mainspring housing is also aluminum with 25-LPI checkering and a rounded bottom corner for concealability 
and shooting comfort. The enhanced grip safety and slim-line G10 grips really plant the pistol in your hand, 
allowing for faster follow-up shots and better recoil control. Just like the Guardian, the ECO’s slide and small 
parts receive the Duty finish, and it’s available in both 9mm and 45 ACP. 

We set out to conquer the Officer model and did just that. The ECO is compact, extremely lightweight and 
raises the bar for reliability. Pick up an ECO — you won’t be disappointed.

cal: 45 ACP finish: Black Duty finish/OD green anodized

MODEL VARIANT:
• DW ECO — black frame, black/white G10 grips, 9mm or 45 ACP

DW 715 PISTOL PACK
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)DW GUARDIAN

We’ve had many requests to produce a Commander-sized 1911 in 9mm. In response, we’ve 
revived one of the early Dan Wesson 1911 models with a twist … . We have combined the 
best features from two of our most popular models, the Bobtail Commander and the 
CCO. The new Guardian has an anodized aluminum bobtail frame and an aluminum 
mainspring housing to help reduce printing when carrying concealed and make it 
comfortable enough for full-time carry. The black Duty-finished, Commander-length slide 
and alloy frame give it just the right feel and balance. If you are looking for a lightweight, 
Commander-size 1911 in 9mm, 38 Super or 45 ACP, don’t pass up the Guardian. 

cal: 9mm Luger, 38 Super, 45 ACP finish: Black Duty finish/black anodized

DW COMMANDER CLASSIC BOBTAIL 
Produced only in small numbers in recent years, a resurgence in demand means we brought the 
Commander Classic Bobtail back into regular production. One of the few California-legal models 
in our 1911 line, it has a loyal and growing following in the Golden State. With stainless steel slide 
and frame, its flats are brushed and rounds are bead blasted. With snag-free tritium sights and a 
bobbed mainspring housing, it’s an excellent candidate for concealed carry.

cal: 45 ACP finish: Brushed/bead-blasted stainless steel
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DAN WESSON ELITE SERIES
The Elite Series of 1911s are designed to meet and exceed the expectations of the most demanding competitive and combat shooters. Each model 
in the Elite line was purpose-built knowing the demands that are placed on these handguns. Every part and component was carefully chosen based 
on supreme quality and thorough testing. Each is meticulously hand fit, followed by a rigorous function and reliability regimen. What you get are 
handguns of unparalleled accuracy, rugged reliability and flawless functionality.

DW TITAN
Turning the most well-known defensive pistol in the world into a true combat 
handgun was no easy task. Melding caliber and capacity, the Titan is 
chambered in the monstrous 10mm cartridge, delivering more foot-pounds 
of energy than a 45 ACP and packing 14 rounds in the magazine, putting to 
rest the capacity debate. Sight configuration was imperative — the Titan has 
rugged HD night sights that are moved forward and recessed deep into the 
slide, yielding target accuracy and extreme durability. Securing the pistol to 
your hand are custom G10 grips, 25-LPI checkering and snake-scale serra-
tions on the slide, keeping the Titan planted in the harshest of conditions. The 
combination of its all-steel frame, bull barrel and tactical rail gives the Titan 
balance and durability, resulting in the most formidable target-grade combat 
handgun on the market. 

cal: 10mm Auto finish: Matte black

DW FURY
Equipped with a Trijicon RMR and with an extended, threaded barrel, this 
double-stack beast is begging to be unleashed on paper and steel. Chambered 
in 9mm or 10mm, capacities are 18+1 and 14+1, respectively. With the abso-
lutely crisp, super-short-reset Elite Series trigger job, can you handle the Fury?

cal: 9mm Luger, 10mm Auto finish: Matte black

DW CHAOS
This double-stack 9mm is for competitors who don’t have to worry about a 
power factor requirement such as in 3-Gun. Built to tackle the rigors of the 
sport, the Chaos has 21+1 rounds on tap. Like all of our Elite Series Dan Wes-
sons, it is hand-built on a double-stack 1911 frame and tuned to perfection.  
With high capacity, a superbly crisp trigger and flawless reliability, the Chaos 
truly does reign supreme.

cal: 9mm Luger finish: Matte black

DW MAYHEM
Built for the Limited IPSC/USPSA® division as well as anyone looking for a superbly accu-
rate target-grade 1911, the Mayhem is ready to shake things up. Built on our high-capacity 
steel 1911 frame, we’ve shaved weight where you don’t want it and added it where you 
do. The 6” bull barrel and tactical rail add static “good weight.” The 6”-long slide gives an 
edge on sight radius and pointability but is lightened to equal the weight of a 5”. The result 
speaks volumes, with a gun that balances and feels like a Government-size model but 
points and shoots like a long-slide. The all-steel frame and industry-leading parts deliver 
the most well-balanced, softest-shooting 6” Limited gun on the market. 

cal: 40 S&W finish: Matte black

DW HAVOC
The Havoc is designed to be the most well-balanced, softest-shooting Open gun on the market. 
Built on an all-steel, high-capacity version of the 1911 frame, it is fitted with industry-leading parts 
including a barrel and compensator that combine the highest level of accuracy with the most effective 
compensation available. The C-MORE® red dot allows for extremely fast target acquisition with its 
ultra-low mounting configuration. The Havoc is a handgun made for shooters by shooters, ready to 
dominate Open IPSC/USPSA® division.

cal: 9mm Luger, 38 Super finish: Matte black

  
Limited Availability — The Dan Wesson Elite series typically sells out in the first few months  
of the year.  Lead times of 6 months can be expected on these limited-production models.

DAN WESSON ELITE SERIES
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16 91520 01520 CZ P-10 C 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.3 4 1.25 26 F Trigger safety, FPB $499
16 91525 CZ P-10 C 40 S&W 12 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.3 4 1.25 26 F Trigger safety, FPB $516
16 91521 01521 CZ P-10 C FDE 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.3 4 1.25 26 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $519
16 91526 CZ P-10 C FDE 40 S&W 12 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.3 4 1.25 26 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $541
16 91528 01528 CZ P-10 C FDE White Nitride 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.3 4 1.25 26 FNS Trigger safety, FPB $539
18 91620 01620 CZ P-09 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.1 4.54 1.46 31 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $530
18 91268 01268 CZ P-09 OD Green 9mm Luger 19 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.1 4.54 1.46 31 FNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $599
18 91621 CZ P-09 40 S&W 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.1 4.54 1.46 31 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $544
18 01618 CZ P-09 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.8 HAJO $249
19 91077 01077 CZ P-07 OD Green 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.2 3.75 1.46 27.7 FNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $539
19 91086 01086 CZ P-07 9mm Luger 15 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.2 3.75 1.46 27.7 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $510
19 91087 CZ P-07 40 S&W 12 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.2 3.75 1.46 27.7 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $524
19 01615 CZ P-07 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.17 HAJO $249
20 91523 01523 CZ P-10 C Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.61 1.25 27.1 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $519
20 91270 CZ P-09 Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.8 5.15 1.46 32.2 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $629
20 91289 CZ P-07 Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.9 4.36 1.46 28.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $539

21 91519 01519 CZ P-10 C Urban Grey  
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8 4.61 1.25 27.1 HNS Trigger safety, FPB $559

21 91269 CZ P-09 Urban Grey  
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 21 Polymer Nitride Polymer 8.8 5.15 1.46 32.2 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $629

21 91288 01288 CZ P-07 Urban Grey  
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 17 Polymer Nitride Polymer 7.9 4.36 1.46 28.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $559

21 91253 01253 CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical Urban Grey 
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 18 Steel Urban Grey 

Polycoat Rubber 8.8 5.21 1.46 41.6 HNS Ambi decocking lever, FPB $723

21 91235 01235 CZ 75 B Ω Urban Grey  
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 18 Steel Urban Grey 

Polycoat Rubber 8.8 5.21 1.4 35.7 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $636

21 91299 01299 CZ 75 P-01 Ω Urban Grey  
Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 16 Aluminum Urban Grey 

Polycoat Rubber 8 4.4 1.4 29 HNS Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $653

22 91136 01136 CZ 75 B Ω Convertible 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 36.6 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $570

22 91102 01102 CZ 75 B 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.2 F Manual safety, FPB $612

22 01120 CZ 75 B 40 S&W 10 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.2 F Ambi manual safety, FPB $625

22 91130 01130 CZ 75 BD 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 35.3 F Decocking lever, FPB $612

23 91128 01128 CZ 75 B Stainless Matte Finish 9mm Luger 16 Stainless Matte Rubber 8.1 4.6 1.4 36.1 F Ambi manual safety, FPB $783
23 91108 01108 CZ 75 B Stainless High Polish 9mm Luger 16 Stainless Polished Rubber 8.1 4.6 1.4 36.1 F Ambi manual safety, FPB $783

23 01610 CZ Kadet II Adapter 22 LR 10 — Black 
Polycoat — 4.6 ADJ $431

24 91152 01152 CZ 75 SP-01 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black 
Polycoat Rubber 8.15 4.6 1.46 40.7 FNS Ambi manual safety, FPB $680

24 91153 01153 CZ 75 SP-01 Tactical 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black 
Polycoat Rubber 8.15 4.6 1.46 40.5 FNS Ambi decocking lever, FPB $680

24 91258 CZ 75 SP-01 Phantom 9mm Luger 18 Polymer Black 
Polycoat Polymer 8.15 4.6 1.46 29.4 F Decocking lever, FPB $636

25 01411 CZ 97 B 45 ACP 10 Steel Black 
polycoat Aluminum 8.3 4.65 1.4 41.3 F, FO front Manual safety, FPB, LCI $707

25 01416 CZ 97 BD 45 ACP 10 Steel Black 
Polycoat Aluminum 8.3 4.65 1.4 41.3 FNS Decocking lever, FPB, LCI $816

26 91190 01190 CZ 75 Compact 9mm Luger 15 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 7.3 3.75 1.4 32.8 F Manual safety, FPB $544

26 91229 01229 CZ 75 P-01 Ω Convertible 9mm Luger 14 Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.1 F Ambi safety or decocker, FPB $627

26 91199 01199 CZ 75 P-01 9mm Luger 14 Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.1 F Decocking lever, FPB $627

27 91194 01194 CZ 75 D PCR Compact 9mm Luger 15 Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Rubber 7.2 3.75 1.4 27.5 FSF Decocking lever, FPB, LCI $599

27 91750 01750 CZ 2075 RAMI B 9mm Luger 14 (10 flush) Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Rubber 6.5 3.05 1.25 25.9 F Manual safety, FPB $614

27 91754 01754 CZ 2075 RAMI BD 9mm Luger 14 (10 flush) Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Rubber 6.5 3.05 1.25 26 FNS Decocking lever, FPB $680

28 91257 CZ Shadow 2 Black and Blue 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Black 
Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 

FO Front Ambi manual safety $1299

28 91255 CZ Shadow 2 Urban Grey 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Urban 
Grey Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 

FO Front Ambi manual safety $1299

29 01613 CZ Shadow 2 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.9 HAJO $431
29 01612 CZ 75 SP-01 Kadet Adapter 22 LR 10 — Anodized — 4.6 HAJO $431
29 91261 01261 CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange 9mm Luger 20 Steel Blued Aluminum 8.86 5.23 1.77 47.5 ADJ Ambi manual safety $1,784
29 91260 01260 CZ 75 Tactical Sport Orange 40 S&W 16 Steel Blued Aluminum 8.86 5.23 1.77 47.5 ADJ Ambi manual safety $1,784

30 91174 CZ Czechmate 9mm Luger 20, 26 Steel Black 
polycoat Aluminum 10.47 5.23 2.44 45.9/ 

52.7 C-More Ambi manual safety $3,317

31 91172 01172 CZ 75 Tactical Sport 9mm Luger 20 Steel Blued Wood 8.86 5.23 1.77 45.2 F Ambi manual safety $1,310
31 91171 01171 CZ 75 Tactical Sport 40 S&W 17 Steel Blued Wood 8.86 5.23 1.77 45.2 F Ambi manual safety $1,310

31 91150 01150 CZ 75 B SA 9mm Luger 16 Steel Black 
Polycoat Plastic 8.1 4.6 1.4 36.1 F Ambi manual safety, FPB $612

32 91763 CZ AccuShadow 2 9mm Luger 17 Steel Nitride/Black 
Polycoat Aluminum 8.53 4.89 1.79 46.5 HAJO Rear/ 

FO Front Ambi manual safety $1,999

33 91760 CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow Target II 9mm Luger 18 Steel Black 
Polycoat Aluminum 8.15 4.6 1.46 41.1 ADJ, FO front Ambi manual safety $1,638

33 91721 CZ 75 Compact SDP 9mm Luger 14 Aluminum Black 
Polycoat Aluminum 7.2 3.75 1.4 28.7 2-dot FNS Decocking lever, FPB $1,453

SA — Single Action, DA — Double Action, ADJ — Adjustable, F — fixed, FO — Fiber Optic, FNS — Fixed Night Sights, Ambi — Ambidextrous, FPB — Firing Pin Block, LC I— Loaded Chamber Indicator, HNS — High Night Sights, HAJO — Height Adjustable Only
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35 01945 DW 50th Anniversary 45 ACP 8 Stainless Polished Nitride G10 8.75 5 1.45 40.4 Brass front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,999
36 01830 DW Vigil Suppressor-Ready 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 9.4 5.75 1.45 33.6 High, NS front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,397
36 01831 DW Vigil Suppressor-Ready 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 9.4 5.75 1.45 33.6 High, NS front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,397
36 01832 DW Vigil 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 8.6 5 1.45 32.8 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298
36 01833 DW Vigil 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8.6 5 1.45 32.8 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298
36 01834 DW Vigil Commander 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 30.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298
36 01835 DW Vigil Commander 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 30.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298
37 01836 DW Vigil CCO 45 ACP 7 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 29.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298
37 01837 DW Vigil CCO 9mm Luger 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 7.9 4.25 1.45 29.5 Front NS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,298

37 01881 DW Bruin Bronze 10mm Auto 9 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 ANS, FO/NS 
Front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,194

37 01880 DW Bruin 10mm Auto 9 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 ANS, FO/NS 
Front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,194

37 01882 DW Bruin 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.7 6.03 1.5 43.9 ANS, FO/NS 
Front Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,064

38 01847 DW Wraith 45 ACP 8 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,077
38 01848 DW Wraith 10mm Auto 9 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,375
38 01849 DW Wraith 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.3 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,077
38 01844 DW A2 Parkerized 45 ACP 8 Steel Parkerized Wood 8.6 5 1.45 40 Combat Tactical thumb safety, grip safety $1,363
38 01946 DW A2 45 ACP 8 Steel Bead Blasted Blue Wood 8.6 5 1.45 40 Combat Tactical thumb safety, grip safety $1,363
38 01947 DW A2 Commander 45 ACP 8 Steel Bead Blasted Blue Wood 8.6 5 1.45 37.3 Combat Tactical thumb safety, grip safety $1,363
39 01986 DW Valor 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
39 01862 DW Valor 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,960
39 01876 DW Valor 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
39 01926 DW Valor Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
39 01928 DW Valor Black 10mm Auto 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,272
39 01861 DW Valor Black 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 39.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
39 01982 DW V-Bob 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,766
39 01870 DW V-Bob 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,766
39 01983 DW V-Bob Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,077
39 01871 DW V-Bob Black 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,077
39 01872 DW Valor Commander 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 38.8 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
39 01873 DW Valor Commander 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 38.8 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
39 01874 DW Valor Commander Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 38.8 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
39 01875 DW Valor Commander Black 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 38.8 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
40 01885 DW Discretion 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.2 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,142
40 01886 DW Discretion 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 9.5 5.75 1.5 42.2 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,142
40 01887 DW Discretion Commander 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.8 5 1.5 41.7 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,142
40 01888 DW Discretion Commander 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8.8 5 1.5 41.7 HNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $2,142
41 01898 DW Specialist Distressed 45 ACP 8 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
41 01993 DW Specialist 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
41 01893 DW Specialist 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
41 01992 DW Specialist Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
41 01892 DW Specialist Black 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8.75 5 1.45 42.3 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
41 01891 DW Specialist Commander 45 ACP 8 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
41 01896 DW Specialist Commander 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Bead Blasted G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $1,701
41 01890 DW Specialist Commander Black 45 ACP 8 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012
41 01895 DW Specialist Commander Black 9mm Luger 10 Stainless Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012

41 01897 DW Specialist Commander 
Distressed 45 ACP 8 Stainless Distressed Duty G10 8 4.25 1.45 40 FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $2,012

42 01909 DW Pointman Nine PM-9 9mm Luger 9 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01860 DW Pointman 38 PM-38 38 Super 9 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01859 DW Pointman 45 PM-45 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 41.3 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01900 DW Pointman Seven PM-7 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.2 ADJ Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01867 DW Pointman Carry PM-C 9mm Luger 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01842 DW Pointman Carry PM-C 38 Super 8 Stainless Brushed Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
42 01843 DW Pointman Carry PM-C 45 ACP 7 Stainless Brushed Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.7 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,597
43 01907 DW Razorback RZ-10 10mm Auto 9 Stainless Brushed Wood 8.75 5 1.45 40.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,558

43 01981 DW Heritage RZ-45 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/Bead 
Blasted Rubber 8.75 5 1.45 39.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,428

44 01912 DW Commander Classic Bobtail 45 ACP 8 Stainless Brushed/Bead 
Blasted Wood 8 4.25 1.45 36.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,688

44 01985 DW Guardian 9mm Luger 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,558
44 01987 DW Guardian 45 ACP 8 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,619
44 01988 DW Guardian 38 Super 9 Aluminum Duty Wood 8 4.25 1.45 28.5 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,558
45 01989 DW ECO OD Green 45 ACP 7 Aluminum Duty G10 7.25 3.50 1.45 27.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,662
45 01969 DW ECO 45 ACP 7 Aluminum Duty G10 7.25 3.50 1.45 27.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,662
45 01968 DW ECO 9mm Luger 8 Aluminum Duty G10 7.25 3.50 1.45 27.1 FNS Manual thumb safety, grip safety $1,623

45 01935 DW 715 Revolver Pistol Pack 357 Magnum N/A Stainless Brushed Rubber 9.5, 11.5, 
13.5 4, 6, 8 1.50 47 ADJ Transfer-bar safety $1,999

45 01932 DW 715 Revolver 357 Magnum N/A Stainless Brushed Rubber 11.50 6 1.50 47 ADJ Transfer-bar safety $1,558
46 01878 DW Elite Series Fury 9mm Luger 18 Stainless Matte Black G10 9.25 5.5 1.45 48.5 Red Dot/FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $4,899
46 01877 DW Elite Series Fury 10mm Auto 14 Stainless Matte Black G10 9.25 5.5 1.45 48.5 Red Dot/FNS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $4,899
46 01976 DW Elite Series Titan 10mm Auto 13 Stainless Matte Black G10 8.75 5 1.45 44 ANS Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $3,829
47 01980 DW Elite Series Chaos 9mm Luger 23 Stainless Matte Black G10 8.75 5 1.45 45 ADJ Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $3,829
47 01977 DW Elite Series Mayhem 40 S&W 18 Stainless Matte Black G10 10 6 1.45 47.2 ADJ Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $3,899
47 01978 DW Elite Series Havoc 9mm Luger 23 Stainless Matte Black G10 10.75 5.05 2.70 51.8 Red Dot Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $4,299
47 01979 DW Elite Series Havoc 38 Super 23 Stainless Matte Black G10 10.75 5.05 2.70 51.8 Red Dot Ambi thumb safety, grip safety $4,299

ADJ — Adjustable, FN — Fixed Tritium Night Sights, ANS — Adjustable Night Sights, FO/NS — Fiber Optic/Tritium Combo Sight, SA — Single Action

SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING





CZ 455 AMERICAN COMBO (SWITCH BARREL SET)
The 455 American is also available in a money-saving set that includes barrels in both 22 LR and 17 HMR as well as 
the tools, parts and magazines to convert the rifle back and forth between the two calibers.

cal: 22 LR and 17 HMR stock/finish: Walnut/blue

Additional barrel kits for the 455 are available in our webstore at shop.cz-usa.com. 

CZ RIMFIRE

CZ 455
FEATURES
•  Action fully machined from bar stock
• Trigger adjustable for weight of pull
• Cold-hammer-forged barrel
• Detachable magazine
• Standard 11mm dovetail milled into receiver
• Interchangeable barrels
• Interchangeable stocks

CZ 455  
The CZ 455 sets a new standard for affordable rimfire bolt guns. 
Drawing from a long lineage of Czech rifles, the 455 uses the 
same cold-hammer-forged barrels that enables CZ to dominate 
competitions across the nation. The 455 platform uses an 
interchangeable barrel system, where a user can swap from one 
chambering to another quickly and easily. Additionally, actions 
can be swapped into any 455 stock without modifications. This 
means a 455 FS in 22 WMR can be converted into a Varmint 
Precision Trainer in 22 LR with the addition of a stock and a barrel 
kit. Five minutes and the included tools are all it takes to do the 
swap. It’s the ultimate modular bolt-action rimfire platform.

CZ 455 AMERICAN STAINLESS SYNTHETIC
Our first stainless rimfire, the 455 American Stainless is meant to be a hardy, long-lived rifle that can be passed down 
through the generations. With the same swappable barrel system as all of our 455 rifles, both barrel and action are 
finished in a matte bead blast. Barrel length is 20.5”, and the bolt and bolt handle are finished in a hardy black nitride. 
cal: 22 LR, 17 HMR and 22 WMR stock/finish: Synthetic/stainless

CZ 455 AMERICAN SYNTHETIC  
SUPPRESSOR-READY 
Perfect for quiet plinking, the 455 American Suppressor-Ready has a 16.5” barrel that is threaded at the factory 
to fit muzzle devices and suppressors with 1/2x28 threads. Its black synthetic stock has a soft-touch finish and is 
patterned in the American style with a high, flat comb intended for use with a scope.  
cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Synthetic/blue

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 455 American Synthetic — 20.5” sporter barrel, 22 LR
• CZ 455 American Walnut — Turkish walnut stock, 20.5” sporter barrel, 22 LR, 17 HMR and 22 WMR

suppressor not included

scope not included
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CZ 455 VARMINT
Our heavy-barreled version of the 455, the Varmint has a .866” cylindrical barrel. Not only does the heavy barrel make for 
good harmonics, it also allows the Varmint to perform well with a wide variety of rimfire loads, translating into an accurate 
platform for shooting targets or getting game. The Turkish walnut stock has an American-style comb for use with a scope 
and a wide, flat forend that rides a sandbag well.

cal: 22 LR, 17 HMR, 22 WMR stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 455 VARMINT EVOLUTION®
The Evolution® stock has proven very popular on our 455 Varmint platform. Though the bolt 
is on the right-hand side, the stock design is fully ambidextrous including the cheekpiece, 
teardrop pistol grip and palm swell. The extreme free float provided by the Evolution® stock 
design ensures that there’s no chance of stock-to-barrel contact, resulting in excellent 
harmonics. The 455 Varmint action along with the Evolution® stock will accept any of the 
accessory barrels available for the 455 platform including the American and Lux (open 
sights) as well as other varmint-weight barrels in any available caliber. A 5-round magazine is 
included.

cal: 22 LR, 17 HMR stock/finish: Coyote laminate/blue

CZ 455 VARMINT PRECISION TRAINER
The 455 Precision Trainer was designed to provide the same look and feel as a full-size tactical rifle while allowing for 
more economical training. Though the golden days of cheap and plentiful 22 LR ammo may be behind us, the Precision 
Trainer has become more popular than we could have imagined. Its Manners Composite T4 stock provides a rock-solid 
platform and is finished in a three-color camouflage pattern. The stock itself has multiple layers of carbon fiber and 
fiberglass hand-laid in high-temperature epoxy resins, then placed in a vacuum and heat-cured to create the perfect 
resin-to-fabric ratio. Combined with the 455 Varmint’s 20.5” long, .866” cylindrical heavy barrel, it makes the Precision 
Trainer a surgical paper-puncher.

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Camo composite/blue

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 455 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready — 24” tapered varmint barrel, 1/2x28
• CZ 455 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready — 16.5” varmint barrel, 1/2x28

CZ 455 VARMINT TACTICOOL SUPPRESSOR-READY 
One of our most popular 455 Varmint models, the Tacticool has a heavy, 16.5” barrel threaded 1/2x28 for use with a 
suppressor or other muzzle device. Riding in a black-painted laminate stock, it incorporates features found on much 
more expensive stocks without pushing the price of the rifle through the roof. The short barrel gives plenty of time for the 
cartridge to get a full burn while increasing the rigidity of the barrel, resulting in a rifle that drives tacks. Quietly.

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Black painted laminate/blue

scope not included

suppressor not included

scope not included

suppressor not included

CZ 455 FS
With a timeless Mannlicher-style, full-length Turkish walnut stock, the 455 FS has a following 
all of its own. With iron sights and a European-style comb to match, it’s built for shooting 
with iron sights. Using the same barrel sets as the Lux, it can be swapped between 22 LR, 22 
WMR and 17 HMR in just minutes. Extra barrel sets sold in our webstore come with everything 
required — including tools. 

cal: 22 LR, 22 WMR, 17 HMR stock/finish: Walnut/blue

RIMFIRE

CZ 455 LUX
The 455 Lux has a Turkish walnut stock and open sights that are adjustable for windage and 
elevation. Like all 455s, it has an 11mm dovetail for mounting optics and can be quickly and 
easily swapped to a different chambering with the addition of a second barrel set (sold in our 
webstore). One 5-round magazine is included.

cal: 22 LR, 22 WMR stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 452 GRAND FINALE
Produced in limited quantity, the 452 Grand Finale is a last hurrah to the venerable CZ 452. 
Built using the last 452 actions ever produced, on the original manual barrelling equipment and 
at the Brno workshop, the Grand Finale is embellished with hand-engraved scrollwork on the 
action, barrel, bottom metal and included 1” scope rings. The upgraded American walnut is 
trimmed with an ebony forend and grip cap, and the bolt is jewelled.

With a deep glossy blue finish to the metal and an oil finish to the wood, we felt this was a 
fitting farewell to a fan favorite.

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Walnut with ebony/engraved glossy blue
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CZ 455 SCOUT
Built to be an ideal first gun for young shooters, the Scout has a short 12” length of pull. With 
simple leaf rear sight and blade front (rear adjustable for windage, front for elevation), learning 
the basics of sight picture has never been easier, and 11mm dovetails on the receiver make 
adding a scope a breeze.

Own a suppressor? The 455 Scout has a muzzle that’s threaded 1/2x28, allowing for hearing-
safe shooting without the need for muffs or plugs.

Now that the Scout has transitioned to our 455 line, adding a larger stock is easier than ever. 
The entire 455 platform is modular, meaning swapping different barrels/chamberings or stocks 
is done quickly and easily with only a few tools.

Shipped with a single-shot adapter to teach ammo conservation, any of the 455’s magazines 
will fit, from 5 to 25 rounds.  

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Beechwood/blue

CZ 455 TRAINING RIFLE
Famous for its use in rimfire competition, the 455 Training Rifle shares all the same popular 
features of its 452 predecessor — the same 24.8” barrel, tangent rear sight (adjustable for 
distance) and beechwood stock with Schnabel forend.

Between the long sight radius and the crisp iron sights, it’s no wonder the Training Rifle has 
become a favorite in open-sight Rimfire Sporter competition. 

The biggest difference is the ability to swap the barrel and/or stock, traits that all our 455s 
possess. An ideal rifle for introducing youth to the shooting sports, the Training Rifle is shipped 
with a 5-round magazine, but single-shot adapters and 10-round magazines are available.

cal: 22 LR, 17 HMR stock/finish: Beechwood/blue

CZ 512 STANDARD
The standard iron-sighted version of the CZ 512, this model is the one that gave birth to all 
the other variants in the 512 line. One of the only affordable and reliable semi-auto 22 WMR 
rifles on the market, it has built a reputation as a tack-driver owing to its cold-hammer-forged 
barrel and crisp fully-adjustable iron sights. 

cal: 22 LR, 22 WMR stock/finish: Beechwood/blue

CZ 512 TACTICAL
Built as a tactical trainer, the 512 Tactical is dropped into an aluminum chassis with 6-position 
adjustable stock. A monolithic Picatinny rail makes mounting optics a cinch. With extended 
magazine capacities, the 22 WMR version holds 10 rounds while the 22 LR holds 25. Its short 
16.5” barrel is threaded for a suppressor.

cal: 22 LR, 22 WMR stock/finish: Polymer and aluminum/blue

CZ 512 CARBINE
Built to be a compact, handy rifle, the 512 Carbine shines as a utility rifle on a farm or ranch. 
With a short 16.5” barrel threaded 1/2x28 and a hardy beechwood stock, it’s ideal for 
dispatching predators and varmints. Its iron sights are superb, with a tangent rear adjustable 
for distance and a fiber optic front for great visibility. Chambered in 22 LR, it ships with an 
extended 10-round magazine.

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Black dyed beechwood/blue

CZ 512 AMERICAN
Set up for optics, the 512 American has a Turkish walnut stock with laser-cut checkering. 
The unique semi-auto’s action comprises an aluminum-alloy upper receiver, which secures 
the barrel and bolt assembly, and a fiberglass-reinforced polymer lower half that houses the 
trigger mechanism and the magazine well. The modular design is easily maintained, requiring 
only a coin as a tool for fieldstripping. Sharing magazines and scope rings with the CZ 455, 
the 512 makes the perfect companion to your bolt-action CZ rifle.

cal: 22 LR, 22 WMR stock/finish: Turkish walnut/blue

CZ 455 ULTRA LUX
Our longest-barreled rimfire, the Ultra Lux sports a 28.6” barrel, giving it an impressive 
advantage when it comes to sight radius. Following in the footsteps of its predecessor, the 452 
Ultra Lux, the 455 version has the same tangent rear sight, beechwood stock with cheekpiece 
and 10-round mag. Just like all 455s, it has the ability to swap barrels and stocks. The largest 
draw of the Ultra Lux has always been its incredibly long sight radius, which makes it easy to 
be accurate when using its crisp iron sights.

cal: 22 LR stock/finish: Beechwood/blue

RIMFIRE

CZ 452 AMERICAN LEFT-HAND 
(LIMITED PRODUCTION)
Though most models of the 452 have transitioned to the 455 platform, the left-hand 
version of the American is one that continues to be made on the 452 action. CZ 452 bar-
rels are traditionally mounted and threaded into the action, so they don’t have the 455’s 
ability to swap to different chamberings.

cal: 22 LR, 17 HMR stock/finish: Walnut/blue

scope not included
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CZ 527
FEATURES
• True micro-length Mauser-

style action
• Controlled-round feed
• Hammer-forged barrel
• Single set trigger
• Detachable magazine
• 16mm scope dovetails milled 

into the receiver
• Left-hand versions available 

in select calibers
• Because they are built to CIP 

spec, all CZ 223s are built 
to fire 5.56 ammunition. CIP 
spec doesn’t differentiate 
between the two.

CZ 527
The smallest of our centerfire platforms, the CZ 527 has proven popular the 
world over. In Europe, it has won more awards in the “light rifle” category than 
any other rifle. Ever.

Designed specifically for small-base centerfire calibers, it is a true micro-length 
Mauser action. With controlled-round feed, a detachable single-stack magazine, 
a cold-hammer-forged barrel, integral 16mm dovetails and our renowned single 
set trigger, many people think it’s the ultimate small-caliber platform.

With such a small action, even longer-barreled Varmint models seem short and 
quick-handling. Whether you need a varmint chambering such as 17 Hornet or 
204 Ruger, want to shoot deer or antelope with 6.5 Grendel or need to plink with 
steel-cased ammo in 223 Rem. or 7.62x39, we’ve got a 527 for the job.

CZ 527 VARMINT
The Varmint retains all of the features that made the 527 famous, from its controlled-round feed and claw extractor to its single 
set trigger and heavy cold-hammer-forged barrel. Scope mounts are milled directly into the top of the forged, square bridge 
receiver (rings not included), and the rifle comes with a 5-round detachable box magazine.

cal: 17 Hornet, 204 Ruger, 223 Rem. stock/finish: Turkish walnut/matte blue1” and 30mm rings available at  
shop.cz-usa.com

CZ 527
scope not included

scope not included
suppressor not included

CZ 527 AMERICAN
The CZ 527 American features a classic American pattern stock, a sporter-weight hammer-forged barrel, a single set trigger and a 
recessed target crown. Made to be used with optics, all 527 Americans ship with a set of our stout 1” steel scope rings. 

A recent addition to the many chamberings available is the increasingly popular (and for good reason!) 6.5 Grendel. A 24” barrel 
allows you to extract as much velocity as possible out of the potent little round, and accuracy comes courtesy of CZ’s cold-
hammer-forged and lapped barrel.

Since 2015, all CZs in 223 Rem. ship with a 1:9” twist barrel for most bullets up to 70 grains.

cal: 17 Hornet, 22 Hornet, 222 Rem., 223 Rem., 204 Ruger, 6.5 Grendel, 7.62x39 stock/finish: Walnut/blue

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 527 American Left-Hand — 223 Rem.

CZ 527 AMERICAN SYNTHETIC SUPPRESSOR-READY
Threaded 5/8x24 for a suppressor, this short, handy 527 is equally happy shooting steel or taking down hogs. Chambered 
in 300 Blackout or 7.62x39, it’s got enough knock-down power for most medium game at shorter ranges, and with subsonic 
loads available for both chamberings, plinking can be quiet as can be!

cal: 300 Blackout, 7.62x39 stock/finish: Synthetic/blue

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 527 American Synthetic — 223 Rem., 21.9” barrel, no muzzle threads
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CZ 527 FS
Brimming with style, the FS rides in a classy Mannlicher-style, full-length 
stock. Its European-style, hog-back stock is ideal for use with the crisp iron 
sights, though a scope can easily be affixed to the integral 16mm dovetails 
found on all 527s.

Between the classic lines, the single set trigger and the smooth micro-
Mauser action, the 527 FS is a rifle to make your friends and family envious.

cal:  223 Rem. stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 527 LUX
The CZ 527 Lux has won more awards in the light rifle category in Europe than any other 
rifle — ever! Fitted with a Turkish walnut stock in the famous Bavarian pattern, the Lux is 
ideal for open-sight shooting, and the hooded front sight allows for a glare-free, crisp sight 
picture. Ships with a 5-round single-stack magazine. 

cal: 22 Hornet, 223 Rem.    stock/finish: Walnut/blue

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 527 Lux Left-Hand — 223 Rem.

A lifetime of hunting will expose you to a multitude of situations. You 
will be presented with fleeting opportunities that require a quick shot, 
and when hunting dangerous game you must be prepared for the life-
or-death shot to stop a charge. On the other hand, most shots will give 
you the opportunity to shoot from a more stable position such as a 
rest, shooting sticks or a practiced kneeling or prone position. The CZ 
single set trigger (SST) system provides the shooter with the options 
to effectively handle any shooting situation they are presented with.

The SST allows for both a standard hunting trigger and a light target 
trigger in the same rifle. By operating the rifle in the same manner as 
any other bolt action, the trigger is in the “standard” mode with the 
heavier of the two trigger pulls. By simply pushing the trigger forward 
until it “clicks,” the crisp and light target trigger mode is set. The 
standard trigger is adjustable for weight, creep and overtravel. The 
set trigger function is only adjustable for weight but always breaks like 
glass. Many shooters will tell you that the single set trigger is a better 
aid to accuracy than a $1,000 scope.

THE CZ SINGLE SET TRIGGER SYSTEM
CZ SST “Perfect Pull” Trigger Adjustment

DISCLAIMER: Do not attempt trigger adjustments unless you are 
confident in your ability to follow instructions for adjustments and safe 
operation.

Tools required: 6mm wrench, 7mm wrench, one very small and one large 
common flathead screwdriver

• Make sure the magazine and chamber are empty.
• Remove the stock from the barreled action.
• Cock the rifle, then adjust screw “B” in until it fires and back off ¼ turn.
• Loosen locking nut, and remove screw “C” to allow easy access to screw 

“A.”
• Adjust screw “A” to desired poundage, and tighten the lock nut (ensur-

ing that the screw position does not change).
• Replace screw “C,” turn it all the way in, then back it out while pulling 

the trigger until it fires. Then back out an additional ¼ turn and tighten 
the lock nut for screw “C” (ensuring that the screw position does not 
change).

Set Trigger Adjustment and Operation 
To adjust the set trigger weight, adjust screw “D” in to lighten and out to 
make heavier. If you prefer to completely disable the set function, turn 
screw “D” all the way in until the rifle fires, then back off ¼ turn.

This process will get you very close to the best trigger pull possible with 
only slight adjustments needed, if any, to get it to the “Perfect Pull” for you.

An activated set trigger is very sensitive to shock and during handling 
could unintentionally discharge if the set trigger is adjusted with too little 
travel. The safety of the SST adjustment can be checked with the rifle 
unloaded by repeated opening and closing of the bolt combined with 
moving of the safety to its “ON” and “OFF” positions in both set and unset 
modes. If the set trigger adjustment (engagement screw “D”) is too light, 
it will go off when doing this. In this case, add more travel to the set trigger 
adjustment until it does not simultaneously go off.

For safety, activate the set trigger only after the rifle is loaded and when in 
position for the shot with the safety in the off position. Do not carry your 
rifle with an activated set trigger! If you have activated the set trigger and 
you do not immediately take the shot, keep your firearm pointed in a safe 
direction and activate the safety, then squeeze the trigger to deactivate the 
set feature.

A: Standard trigger pull weight
B: Creep
C: Overtravel
D: Set trigger pull weight

CZ 527 CARBINE
The Carbine is an intermediate-range “brush gun.” Weighing in at less than 6 
pounds, this handy rifle has a straight-comb walnut stock and open sights. Our 
most popular model chambered in 7.62x39, it combines low recoil with effective-
ness on medium-sized game such as deer and wild boar, making it ideal for begin-
ning hunters. Both chamberings offered in the Carbine are economical to shoot 
given their service-rifle heritage and the availability of surplus ammunition.

Built to CIP specifications, our 7.62x39 chambers are ideal for shooting steel-
cased surplus ammo. Designed to shoot .311 bullets, some American brass ammo 
may not perform as well as the imported steel-cased variety because of SAAMI 
brass dimensions and varying bullet diameters.

cal: 223 Rem., 7.62x39 stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 527 YOUTH CARBINE
Our incredibly popular 527 Carbine now has a youth variant. Though the action 
and barrel stay the same, the Turkish walnut stock has been shrunk in nearly every 
dimension. With a 12.75” length of pull, smaller pistol grip with tighter radius and 
thinner forend, the Youth Carbine makes an ideal first deer rifle. Chambered in 223 
and 7.62x39, both cartridges are more than capable of taking deer-sized game and 
deliver little felt recoil compared with many youth offerings on the market. Paired 
with our smooth micro-Mauser action and single set trigger, a standard Carbine 
stock can be added as the shooter grows, so its small size won’t relegate it to the 
back of the safe a few years down the road.

cal: 223 Rem., 7.62x39 stock/finish: Walnut/blue

527 CENTERFIRE
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scope not included

scope not included

CZ 557 SPORTER SYNTHETIC
A compact version of the 557, the Sporter Synthetic is chambered in some of the most popular 
American cartridges — the 270 Win. and 30-06, as well as the ever-popular European staple, the 
6.5x55 Swede. A good combination of weight and handling, the Sporter’s short, stiff 20.5” barrel 
may sacrifice a few FPS to longer barrels, but the resulting harmonics make it a tack driver. Its 
shorter overall length makes it easy to carry slung over the shoulder or slipped into a pack. The 
pairing of the cold-hammer-forged barrel and stiff polymer stock make for repeatable accuracy.

cal: 6.5x55, 270 Win., 30-06 stock/finish: Synthetic/blue

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 557 Sporter — A more traditional American-pattern walnut stock finished in oil
• CZ 557 Sporter Manners — Fit in a lightweight, strong Manners carbon fiber composite stock

CZ 557 LEFT-HAND
CZ fans afflicted with wrong-handedness have long asked for a centerfire offering in the medium-
game chamberings. Finally we have the answer in the form of the 557 Left-Hand and Left-Hand 
Short Action (see next page). 

Built on the same CNCed action as the standard 557, the Left-Hand wears the handy, American-
pattern stock of the Sporter but with a 24” barrel to help squeeze a bit more energy out of the 
30-06 chambering. The cold-hammer-forged and factory-lapped barrel coupled to our tried-and-
true 557 push-fed action mean this rifle will cut very respectable groups. 

cal: 30-06 stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 557 AMERICAN
For shooters and hunters who crave velocity and knock-down power at range, the 557 American is happy 
to oblige. With a 26” version of our cold-hammer-forged and factory-lapped barrel and some go-fast 
medium-game chamberings, the American is built to tackle any game species on this continent. Its 
American-pattern stock has a strong pistol grip with a bit of a palm swell and is adorned with a classic 
checkering design borrowed from our Ultimate Hunting Rifle (UHR). 

With a high comb and no sights, this rifle is intended for use with a scope, and built-in dovetails mean there 
are no bases required — allowing scopes to be mounted directly to the action and enabling a simpler, more 
robust attachment method.

cal: 26 Nosler, 28 Nosler, 30 Nosler, 300 Win. Mag. stock/finish: Walnut/blue

CZ 557
FEATURES
• Push-feed action
• Square bridge receiver
• Cold-hammer-forged barrel
• Barrel lapped for accuracy
• Integral 19mm scope bases
• Two-position safety
• Adjustable trigger

CZ 557

CZ 557
CZ’s newest centerfire platform, the 557, is a departure from the Mauser-style bolt 
found on 550 models. Instead, it has a short extractor and plunger-style ejector 
for smooth operation and enhanced ejection. The short extractor or “push-feed” 
system also makes it easier to single load the rifle, which many shooters prefer for 
range work. 

With a receiver machined from steel billet, it wears CZ’s integral 19mm dovetails 
for mounting a scope. Equipped with a 2-position safety, the bolt can be cycled 
while the rifle is on “Safe.” To top it off, it comes with a fully adjustable trigger that 
allows the owner to tune weight, creep and overtravel to their liking. Paired with 
CZ’s legendary cold-hammer-forged, factory-lapped barrel, the resulting rifle is 
destined to become a treasured hunting companion.

557 actions start out as a solid billet of steel — here are a few fresh out of the CNC.

Arriving late 2018

1”, 30mm and 34mm rings 
available at shop.cz-usa.com
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CZ 550 ULTIMATE HUNTING RIFLE
The CZ Ultimate Hunting Rifle (UHR) is a CZ 550-based rifle in 300 Winchester Magnum that comes in at 8 pounds and includes a 
minute-of-angle accuracy guarantee to 600 yards. By maintaining quality-control standards unheard of in the industry, the UHR 
delivers a level of accuracy formerly only available from high-end custom rifle gunsmiths.

The UHR allows the hunter to realize the full potential of its components. By guaranteeing that the rifle itself is very accurate, the 
only variables left in the system are the optics, ammo and ability of the hunter. Keeping in mind that the UHR is the foundation of a 
shooting system capable of extreme precision, a new scope-mounting system is included that matches the abilities of the rifle. Ma-
chined from a single piece of aluminum with rings for 30mm scope tubes, it provides solid and precise attachment. When combined 
with quality ammunition, optics and practice, the UHR can significantly extend a shooter’s effective range.

cal: 300 Win. Mag. stock/finish: Walnut/blue

scope not included

Our classic Mauser-style rifle, the 550 operates on controlled-round feed. 
More involved than a push-feed action, as the cartridge feeds up out of the 
magazine, it is grasped firmly by the massive claw extractor of the bolt. 
Secured fast to the front of the bolt, the cartridge is inserted into the chamber 
and drawn back as the bolt is cycled, always controlled by the bolt face. 

What this means for the shooter is that when the adrenaline is flowing, there’s 
no opportunity to short-shuck the action, a situation where a push-feed would 
eject the spent shell but not pick up a fresh one. For this reason, controlled-
round feed is the action of choice for Professional Hunters and those who 
need their rifle to function flawlessly when stress is high.

557 CENTERFIRE 550 CENTERFIRE

CZ 550 BADLANDS
Energy — and a lot of it — is a real asset when taking big game such as elk and bison at long distance. As a hunting round, the 338 
Lapua delivers incredible energy at normal ranges, with more than enough to do the job at extended distances. At 800 yards, the 
300-grain hunting load still carries over 2,000 foot-pounds of energy, more than enough for any North American game.

This long-range hunting rifle is anchored in an Aramid composite stock with a full-length aluminum bedding block. Threaded to the 
end of the premium 25” medium-weight barrel is a custom muzzlebrake that both tames the recoil and directs the blast forward.

Hunting from a distance where elevation adjustments are measured in minutes of angle or milliradians requires a good relationship 
between hunter and rifle, meaning time behind the trigger is a must. Our goal was to have a high-energy hunting rifle that wouldn’t 
punish the shooter but still has what it takes to connect when the time comes. The confidence of knowing you own those “way out 
there” shots makes everything else just that much better.

cal: 338 Lapua stock/finish: Aramid composite/blue

 scope not included

Nearly the perfect companion to a big-bore safari rifle, the UHR will handle plains game large 
and small. Mind the mambas, though. 

scope not included

CZ 557 VARMINT
Building on the incredibly precise 557 short action, the Varmint model adds a stout 25.6” 
barrel in a heavy profile that tapers to a .863” muzzle. Anchored in an ergonomic walnut 
stock, it has a healthy palm swell, laser-cut stippling and a flat forend. Matching the human 
form was the guiding principle in the stock’s development, and the result is an incredibly 
comfortable rifle to lay behind, whether you’re punching paper, ringing steel or knocking off 
prairie dogs at great distances.

cal: 243 Win., 308 Win. stock/finish: Turkish walnut/blue

scope not included

CZ 557 SPORTER SHORT ACTION
Built specifically to house 308-sized cartridges, the 557 Short Action features a detachable 
box magazine. With less overall action length, this variant of the 557 is more compact 
and a little lighter, making it ideal for hunting medium game. With the same CNCed billet 
action and our legendary cold-hammer-forged barrel, the 557 is a rifle that won’t just last a 
lifetime, it’ll get handed down for generations.

cal: 243 Win., 308 Win. stock/finish: Turkish walnut/blue

CZ 557 LEFT-HAND SHORT ACTION
Built on our 308-length action, this lefty-friendly bolt gun has the same detachable 
magazine and all the features of the 557 Sporter Short Action but with a longer 24” barrel to 
squeeze a few more FPS out of the 308 Win.

cal: 308 Win. stock/finish: Turkish walnut/blue
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CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM
Known worldwide as the Brno 602, the CZ 550 Safari Magnum is a true full-size magnum, not a smaller action blown out to barely hold the 
cartridge. The rifle of choice for most professional hunters in Africa, odds are that the rifle backing you up on a dangerous game hunt was 
made by CZ. 

Features include 3-leaf express sights (1 standing, 2 folding), a hammer-forged barrel and a single set trigger. The stock is made from select 
Turkish walnut and has a classic safari shape. The controlled-round feed and fixed ejector make this rifle reliable enough for heavy and 
dangerous game, while the reasonable heft helps tame the recoil. 

cal: 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag., 416 Rigby  stock/finish: Field-grade walnut/blue

scope not included

CZ 550 AMERICAN SAFARI MAGNUM ARAMID COMPOSITE
If you expect the going to get rough, this composite-stocked rifle is the way to go. With Aramid composite-reinforced fiberglass and a 
full-length aluminum bedding block, this is the ultimate in strength and stability. Designed and built to handle any condition imaginable from 
Alaska to Africa, it’s as tough as you are.

cal: 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag., 416 Rigby, 458 Lott  stock/finish: Aramid composite/blue

CZ 550 AMERICAN SAFARI MAGNUM FIELD GRADE
The American model retains the quality and reliability of the original CZ 550 Safari Magnum but is fitted into an American-pattern stock with 
a straight comb, making it ideal for use with optics. It still retains the back-up express sights in case the optic goes down or tight confines 
dictate the optic needs to be removed.

Available in Field and Fancy grades, as well as a Left-Hand Field Grade in 375.

Note: Order Warne Quick Detatch rings for proper fit on the LH model. Also, for those who want a left-handed ASM in a chambering other 
than 375, our rifle custom shop can oblige, email info@cz-usa.com or call (800) 955-4486 x338 for more details.

cal: 375 H&H Mag., 458 Win. Mag., 416 Rigby, 458 Lott, 505 Gibbs  stock/finish: Field-grade walnut/blue

MODEL VARIANTS:
• CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Walnut Field Grade — 375 H&H, Left-Handed
• CZ 550 American Safari Magnum Walnut Fancy Grade

CZ 550 MAGNUM
FEATURES
• Mauser-style controlled-

round-feed action
• Square bridge receiver
• Cold-hammer-forged barrel
• Barrel lapped for accuracy
• Integral 19mm scope bases
• Two-position safety
• Single set trigger

CZ 550 MAGNUM

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM
Known worldwide as the Brno 602, the 550 Safari Magnum has long ruled the 
roost when it comes to magnum capacity. A classic go-to for African professional 
hunters, many 602s are still riding the rack after decades in the field. In the staple 
375 H&H chambering, the 550 Magnum will hold one in the chamber and five in the 
mag, giving it more rounds on tap when dangerous game wants to get up-close and 
personal.

With the controlled-round feed of the Mauser system, there’s no chance to short-
shuck the action when under stress, meaning positive ejection and sure feeding 
when the chips are down. With several configurations to choose from, the 550 Safari 
Magnums offer good looks, great value and, most importantly, rock-solid reliability.

Predecessor to the 550 Magnum, the Brno 602 is an African staple. Here’s 
one that’s been riding the gun rack in the Kalahari for the last 30 years.
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When Craig Boddington first went on safari in Africa, the Brno 602 
(predecessor of the CZ 550 Safari Magnum) was already well-established 
among Africa’s professional hunters (PH). Today, it is the most popular 
dangerous-game rifle with African PHs. Craig’s experience with the CZ 
550 Safari Magnum extends beyond his own hunts, including one instance 
where poachers were caught with a badly abused but still functional 
model shooting reloads stuffed with scavenged powder from AK47 rounds 
and recovered solids, hammered back to round-ish. The decision to put 
his name on the CZ 550 was an easy one.
His limited-edition Signature Series rifle starts out with a CZ 550 Magnum 
action chambered in 375 Holland & Holland. A few custom touches are 
included to make this rifle suit Craig’s personal preferences. The barrel has 
been shortened slightly to 24”, and an upgraded Safari Classics front sight 
and barrel band forward sling swivel stud have been installed on it. The 
stock has been redesigned  for this series with input from Craig and fellow 
“Petersen’s Hunting TV” host Kevin Steele. The new stock is more trim and 

lively in the hand, with a thin wrist and a slimmer, shallower, shorter forend. 
The 13.5” length of pull is terminated by a red, 1” Decelerator® recoil pad 
fitted to the XX Claro walnut stock. (The pictured Field-grade stock was the 
only sample available at the time this catalog went to print.)
Limited-edition upgrades on the metalwork include a jeweled bolt and Craig’s 
signature engraved on the floorplate as well as the “Craig Boddington Series” 
designation engraved just forward of the action on the top of the barrel.
Also included in the package are a few of Craig’s favorite safari accessories: 
a canvas sling and cartridge slide from Trader Keith, and a leather-bound 
hunting journal to record the memories of the hunt.
This is a limited edition of 50 pieces, including 45 right-hand models and 5 
left-hand models (though left-hands are sold out at this time).

cal: 375 H&H  stock/finish: XX Claro walnut/rust-blue finish

Craig Boddington Signature Series

Safari Classics Craig Boddington Signature Series 375 H&HSAFARI CLASSICS MAGNUM EXPRESS RIFLE
The big-bore Magnum Express rifle is meant to house cartridges from 338 Lapua and 375 H&H on up to 
monsters like the 505 Gibbs and 550 Magnum. Intended for dangerous-game hunting, its straight comb is 
ideal for optics, with enough forgiveness to easily get down on the back-up express sights if circumstances 
require their use.

Rifles chambered in 505 Gibbs, 500 Jeffery and 550 Magnum include a mercury recoil reducer installed in the 
stock, which can also be added to other chamberings, if desired. Standard finish is either matte or gloss blue, 
though some customers opt for rust blue, satin blue or even a weather-resistant coating. For more informa-
tion, contact the Safari Classics Custom Shop at info@cz-usa.com or at (800) 955-4486 x341.

SAFARI CLASSICS 
CUSTOM-GRADE RIFLES
FEATURES
• CZ 550 Magnum action with two-

position positive safety
• Single set trigger set up to your 

specifications
• Glossy-blue or matte-blue finish on 

metal parts
•  No. 1 Fancy Grade walnut stock with 

straight comb and dual crossbolts
• Barrel band with sling attachment

All Safari Classics rifles are hand-built to order. Call 
 1-800-955-4486 x341 for options and pricing.

SAFARI CLASSICS
A stand-alone brand of hand-built safari guns, each Safari Classics rifle is 
built to order at our custom shop in Warsaw, Missouri. Beginning with our 
Czech-made 550 Magnum action, they feature the CZ single set trigger 
system tuned to customer specifications. A #1 Fancy Grade American Walnut 
stock is glass-bedded to the rifle’s action and is fitted with dual crossbolts 
and a straight comb ideal for use with an optic. Back-up express sights come 
standard, with three heights of rear blade for varying distances. A barrel-band 
sling mount rounds out the standard feature set.

Customization can be had from mild to wild, with simple add-ons like bolt 
jeweling or ebony forend and grip caps to custom finishes or our legendary 
pop-up-peep — a sight that stows in the rear bridge of the receiver in the 
event that an optic kicks the bucket.

SAFARI CLASSICS EXPRESS RIFLE
For the hunter who wants a plains-game rifle with the same feel and features as their dangerous-
game rifle, the the Express Rifle is designed for cartridges that fit in standard-length actions. Whether 
that means 270 or 9.3x62, we’ll accommodate your chambering of choice. Clad in the same #1 Fancy 
Grade of stock, it can be built with any of the features of its larger-actioned counterpart.

Available in (but not limited to) 425 Westley Richards, 416 Ruger, 416 Taylor, 375 Ruger, 9.3x62,  
338 Win. Mag., 300 Win. Mag., 30-06 and 270 Win.
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(in.)
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(lbs.)

Barrel 
Profile MSRP

62 04876 CZ 557 American 26 Nosler Walnut American F 2 ADJ None 26 7.9 Sporter $849
62 04877 CZ 557 American 28 Nosler Walnut American F 2 ADJ None 26 7.9 Sporter $849
62 04878 CZ 557 American 30 Nosler Walnut American F 2 ADJ None 26 7.9 Sporter $849
62 04875 CZ 557 American 300 Win. Mag. Walnut American F 3 ADJ None 26 7.9 Sporter $849
63 04870 CZ 557 Left-Hand 30-06 Walnut American F 4 ADJ None 24 7.9 Sporter $865
63 04860 CZ 557 Sporter Synthetic 30-06 Synthetic American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 8 Sporter $779
63 04863 CZ 557 Sporter Synthetic 270 Win. Synthetic American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 8 Sporter $779
63 04864 CZ 557 Sporter Synthetic 6.5x55 Synthetic American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 8 Sporter $779
63 04800 CZ 557 Sporter 30-06 Walnut Sporter F 4 ADJ None 20.5 7.49 Sporter $832
63 04803 CZ 557 Sporter 270 Win. Walnut Sporter F 4 ADJ None 20.5 7.49 Sporter $832
63 04804 CZ 557 Sporter 6.5x55 Walnut Sporter F 4 ADJ None 20.5 7.49 Sporter $832

63 04820 CZ 557 Sporter Manners 30-06 Manners carbon 
fiber composite American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 6.98 Sporter $1,268

63 04823 CZ 557 Sporter Manners 270 Win. Manners carbon 
fiber composite American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 6.98 Sporter $1,268

63 04824 CZ 557 Sporter Manners 6.5x55 Manners carbon 
fiber composite American F 4 ADJ None 20.5 6.98 Sporter $1,268

64 04806 CZ 557 Sporter Short Action 243 Win. Walnut American D 4 ADJ None 20.5 7.39 Sporter $832
64 04805 CZ 557 Sporter Short Action 308 Win. Walnut American D 4 ADJ None 20.5 7.39 Sporter $832
64 04871 CZ 557 Left-Hand Short Action 308 Win. Walnut American D 4 ADJ None 24 7.8 Sporter $865
64 04814 CZ 557 Varmint 243 Win. Walnut Target D 10 ADJ None 26.5 10.89 Varmint $865
64 04815 CZ 557 Varmint 308 Win. Walnut Target D 10 ADJ None 26.5 10.89 Varmint $865

65 04365 CZ 550 Badlands 338 Lapua Aramid composite American F 4 SST None 25 9.11 Heavy 
Sporter $2,599

65 05109 CZ 550 UHR 300 Win. Mag. Select Walnut American F 3+1 SST None 23.6 8.56 Heavy 
Sporter $1,361

67 04200 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 375 H&H Mag. Walnut European F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 
Sporter $1,215

67 04201 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 416 Rigby Walnut European F 3 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 
Sporter $1,318

67 04202 CZ 550 Safari Magnum 458 Win. Mag. Walnut European F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 
Sporter $1,318

67 04210 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade 458 Lott Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,348

67 04211 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade 375 H&H Mag. Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,215

67 04212 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade 416 Rigby Walnut American F 3 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,318

67 04213 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade 458 Win. Mag. Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,318

67 04214 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade 505 Gibbs Walnut American F 3 SST 3-Leaf Express 24 10.94 Heavy 

Sporter $3,220

67 04220 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Field Grade LH 375 H&H Mag. Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,999

67 04310 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Fancy Grade 458 Lott Fancy Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $2,023

67 04311 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Fancy Grade 375 H&H Mag. Fancy Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,964

67 04312 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Fancy Grade 416 Rigby Fancy Walnut American F 3 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,964

67 04313 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Fancy Grade 458 Win. Mag. Fancy Walnut American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,964

67 04710 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Aramid Composite 458 Lott Aramid Composite American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,760

67 04711 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Aramid Composite 375 H&H Mag. Aramid Composite American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,706

67 04712 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Aramid Composite 416 Rigby Aramid Composite American F 3 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,706

67 04713 CZ 550 American Safari Magnum 
Aramid Composite 458 Win. Mag. Aramid Composite American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $1,706

68 Built to 
Order

CZ 550 Safari Classics Magnum 
Express Rifle Any Magnum Fancy Walnut European F 3-4 SST 3-Leaf Express 24 9.97-

10.94
Heavy 
Sporter

Price on 
Request

69 Built to 
Order

CZ 550 Safari Classics Express 
Rifle Any Standard Fancy Walnut European F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 24 9.97 Heavy 

Sporter
Price on 
Request

69 04325 CZ 550 Safari Classics Craig 
Boddington Signature Series 375 H&H Mag. XX Claro American F 5 SST 3-Leaf Express 25 9.1 Heavy 

Sporter $3,099

ADJ — Adjustable, F — Fixed, D — Detachable, HF — Hammer Forged, SST — Single Set Trigger
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53 02114 CZ 455 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Synthetic American D 5 ADJ None 16.5 5.7 Sporter $421
53 02113 CZ 455 American Synthetic 22 LR Synthetic American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.8 Sporter $385
53 02110 CZ 455 American 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.85 Sporter $421
53 02111 CZ 455 American 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.85 Sporter $438
53 02170 CZ 455 American 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.85 Sporter $438
53 02112 CZ 455 American Stainless Synthetic 22 LR Synthetic American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.94 Sporter $434
53 02116 CZ 455 American Stainless Synthetic 22 WMR Synthetic American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.94 Sporter $451
53 02117 CZ 455 American Stainless Synthetic 17 HMR Synthetic American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.94 Sporter $451
53 02120 CZ 455 American Combo 22 LR & 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 5.85 Sporter $557
54 02140 CZ 455 Varmint 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Heavy $469
54 02141 CZ 455 Varmint 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Heavy $497
54 02142 CZ 455 Varmint 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7 Heavy $497

54 02256 CZ 455 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Camo composite Target D 5 ADJ None 24 8.1 Heavy 
Taper $967

54 02138 CZ 455 Varmint Precision Trainer Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Camo composite Target D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.58 Heavy $940
54 02158 CZ 455 Varmint Precision Trainer 22 LR Camo composite Target D 5 ADJ None 20.5 8.1 Heavy $940

54 02159 CZ 455 Varmint Tacticool Suppressor-Ready 22 LR Black painted 
laminate Target D 5 ADJ None 16.5 7.13 Heavy $549

55 02246 CZ 455 Varmint Evolution® 22 LR Coyote laminate SS Evolution D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7.25 Heavy $538
55 02245 CZ 455 Varmint Evolution® 17 HMR Coyote laminate SS Evolution D 5 ADJ None 20.5 7.25 Heavy $565
55 02105 CZ 455 FS 22 LR Walnut Mannlicher D 5 ADJ ADJ 20.5 6.29 Sporter $514
55 02106 CZ 455 FS 22 WMR Walnut Mannlicher D 5 ADJ ADJ 20.5 6.29 Sporter $540
55 02107 CZ 455 FS 17 HMR Walnut Mannlicher D 5 ADJ ADJ 20.5 6.29 Sporter $540
55 02101 CZ 455 Lux 22 LR Walnut Lux D 5 ADJ ADJ 20.5 6.1 Sporter $440
55 02102 CZ 455 Lux 22 WMR Walnut Lux D 5 ADJ ADJ 20.5 6.1 Sporter $469

56 02180 CZ 455 Ultra Lux 22 LR Beechwood Lux D 10 ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 28.6 7.29 Sporter $449

56 02100 CZ 455 Training Rifle 22 LR Beechwood Lux D 5 ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 24.8 6.81 Sporter $374

56 02103 CZ 455 Training Rifle 17 HMR Beechwood Lux D 5 ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 24.8 6.81 Sporter $399

56 02135 CZ 455 Scout 22 LR Beechwood American D SSA ADJ ADJ 16.5 5 Sporter $339
56 02017 CZ 452 American LH 22 LR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 22.5 5.89 Sporter $464
56 02074 CZ 452 American LH 17 HMR Walnut American D 5 ADJ None 22.5 5.89 Sporter $492
57 02265 CZ 512 American 22 LR Walnut American D 5 NON-ADJ None 20.5 5.48 Sporter $510
57 02266 CZ 512 American 22 WMR Walnut American D 5 NON-ADJ None 20.5 5.48 Sporter $541

57 02260 CZ 512 Carbine 22 LR Beechwood American D 10 NON-ADJ ADJ 
Tangent 16.5 5.38 Sporter $493

57 02163 CZ 512 Tactical 22 LR Polymer Tactical D 25 NON-ADJ None 16.5 6.58 Sporter $493
57 02164 CZ 512 Tactical 22 WMR Polymer Tactical D 10 NON-ADJ None 16.5 6.58 Sporter $524
57 02160 CZ 512 Standard 22 LR Beechwood European D 5 NON-ADJ ADJ 20.5 6 Sporter $480
57 02161 CZ 512 Standard 22 WMR Beechwood European D 5 NON-ADJ ADJ 20.5 6 Sporter $510
59 03065 CZ 527 American 17 Hornet Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03020 CZ 527 American 22 Hornet Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03021 CZ 527 American 222 Rem. Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03019 CZ 527 American 223 Rem. Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03024 CZ 527 American 204 Ruger Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03088 CZ 527 American 6.5 Grendel Walnut American D 5 SST None 24 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03087 CZ 527 American 7.62x39 Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $733
59 03092 CZ 527 American LH 223 Rem. Walnut American D 5 SST None 21.9 6.41 Sporter $787
59 03085 CZ 527 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 300 Blackout Synthetic American D 5 SST None 16.5 5.87 Sporter $748
59 03086 CZ 527 American Synthetic Suppressor-Ready 7.62x39 Synthetic American D 5 SST None 16.5 5.87 Sporter $748
59 03084 CZ 527 American Synthetic 223 Rem. Synthetic American D 3 SST None 21.9 6.4 Sporter $665
59 03066 CZ 527 Varmint 17 Hornet Walnut Varmint D 5 SST None 24 7.5 Heavy $725
59 03045 CZ 527 Varmint 204 Ruger Walnut Varmint D 5 SST None 24 7.5 Heavy $725
59 03072 CZ 527 Varmint 223 Rem. Walnut Varmint D 5 SST None 25.6 7.8 Heavy $725
60 03050 CZ 527 Carbine 7.62x39 Walnut American D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.94 Sporter $733
60 03071 CZ 527 Carbine 223 Rem. Walnut American D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.94 Sporter $733
60 03058 CZ 527 Youth Carbine 7.62x39 Walnut Youth D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.51 Sporter $733
60 03068 CZ 527 Youth Carbine 223 Rem. Walnut Youth D 5 SST Iron 18.5 5.51 Sporter $733
60 03013 CZ 527 FS 223 Rem. Walnut Mannlicher D 5 SST Iron 20.5 6.1 Sporter $784
61 03001 CZ 527 Lux 22 Hornet Walnut European D 5 SST Iron 23.6 6.95 Sporter $733
61 03004 CZ 527 Lux 223 Rem. Walnut European D 5 SST Iron 23.6 6.95 Sporter $733
61 03007 CZ 527 Lux LH 223 Rem. Walnut European D 5 SST Iron 23.6 6.95 Sporter $778

ADJ — Adjustable, F — Fixed, D — Detachable,  SSA — Single-Shot Adapter, SST — Single Set Trigger

SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
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CZ 612 MAGNUM WATERFOWL 
Built for the goose blind, the 612 Magnum Waterfowl boasts the perfect waterfowl camo 
pattern combined with a 3½” chamber for magnum shotshells. This machine is the 
best tool for making big birds fall from the sky. The 612 Magnum Waterfowl ships with 5 
extended black choke tubes.

Available in 12 gauge with a 28” barrel, the Magnum Waterfowl is hydrodipped in 
Realtree MAX-5® camo and will chamber 23/4, 3 and 3½" shells.

CZ 612 MAGNUM TURKEY 
The 612 Magnum Turkey was created for the turkey woods and is finished in Realtree 
Xtra® Green. This pump gun comes equipped with two chokes, one extra-full to deliver 
maximum pellets to the kill zone and one modified for upland hunting and steel shot.  

Available in 12 gauge with a 26” barrel, the Magnum Turkey is hydrodipped in Realtree 
Xtra® Green and will chamber 23/4, 3 and 3½" shells.

CZ 612 FIELD 
Simple, strong and smooth, the 612 Field is designed to shoot everything from 
targets to turkeys. With dual action bars and an aircraft alloy reciever, the Field 
wears a Turkish walnut stock with an oil finish that's easy to touch up through the 
years. Fitted with a 28" barrel with a brass bead, metalwork is a matte blue. 

Chambered for 23/4 and 3” shells and supplied with three chokes, it’s the hardest-
working shotgun in our line.

CZ 628 FIELD SELECT 
For those who want a light, classy pump gun to carry in the field, we put together the perfect 
shotgun. Built on a gauge-specific 7075 aluminum action, this 28 gauge has a deep glossy 
blue finish and select-grade Turkish walnut. A set of interchangeable chokes lets you tune 
constriction, and the full forend and pistol grip help make this lithe shotgun feel good in the 
hands. With a 28" barrel, the 628 clocks in at just 5.4 pounds, lightening the load for those full 
days chasing birds. The 628 is chambered for 23/4" shells.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 620 Field Select — 20 gauge, 3" chamber

PUMP ACTION

CZ PUMP ACTION 
FEATURES
• Dual action bars for smooth cycling 
• 4+1 capacity, 2¾ & 3” shells (2¾" only in 28 ga.)
• Barrel lengths: 26, 28 and 30”
• Chrome-lined bore from chamber to choke nest
• Interchangeable choke tubes 
• Thick rubber recoil pad
• Turkish walnut stocks with neutral cast
• Shim kit to allow tuning of stock cast and drop

Fitted with select-grade wood!
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The 712 and 912 were used to set a new Guinness World Record in 2015 — the "Most 
Sporting Clay Targets Broken in One Hour," breaking 3,653 targets. That's more than one 
target a second for an hour straight! Watch the video at tinyurl.com/CZWorldRecord.

CZ 712 GREEN G2
Adding a little color to the mix, this 712 has the same Guinness World Record-setting reliability 
as its black predecessor, but with a green anodized receiver. With the same laser-cut 
checkering, healthy palm swell and smooth gas operating system, it's sure to please at the 
range or in the field. With a capacity of 4+1 (and a plug to reduce that to 2+1), the 712 Green 
ships with 5 flush choke tubes and is chambered for 23/4 and 3" shells.

CZ 712 G2
The CZ 712 is our tried-and-true gas-operated semi-automatic that enabled CZ-USA's David 
Miller to set a new world record, breaking 3,653 clays in 1 hour. Built on a lightweight alloy 
receiver, it accepts 23/4 and 3” shells and is an all-arounder, a great choice for upland game, 
waterfowl or clays. The barrel on the 712 is chrome-lined and has a matte-black, hard-chrome 
exterior that will resist corrosion for many seasons in the field. Fit with a Turkish walnut stock, 
the G2 version adds new laser-engraved checkering, right-hand palm swell as well as a barrel 
lock ring to make assembly easier.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 720 G2 — 20 gauge, 26" barrel
• CZ 720 Reduced Length G2 — 20 gauge, 24" barrel, 13" length of pull

CZ SEMI-AUTO 
FEATURES
• Gas operated  (712 & 912) 
• 4+1 capacity, 2¾ & 3” shells
• Barrel lengths: 20, 24, 26, 28 and 30”
• Chrome-lined bores
• .730 bore on 12 gauge, .620 bore on 20 gauge
• 8mm-wide rib (10mm on 712 Target)
• Interchangeable choke tubes 
• Rubber recoil pad with snag-free heel
• Polymer stocks are neutral cast
• Walnut stocks are cast-off

CZ 912
A great choice for the bird hunter or recreational clay shooter, the 912 is built on an 
alloy receiver and finished in a high-gloss black chrome. Though similar in many 
respects to the 712, the 912 houses its action spring in the buttstock, making 
cleaning the gas system even easier. 

With modern stock lines and a ventilated butt pad to soak up recoil,  
the 912 will hold 4+1 in the mag tube and is designed to shoot  
everything from standard field loads all the way up to  
3” magnum hunting loads.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 920 — 20 gauge, 28” barrel

CZ 712 ALS G2
The 712 ALS is outfitted with the fully adjustable ATI Akita stock. This nifty accessory allows users to change the 
length of pull with the push of a button. It also has three comb height positions with an easy screw adjustment. 
This makes the ALS perfect for women and kids as well as making it ideal for waterfowl and turkey hunting. Both 
the 26 and 28” barrel configurations accept 23/4 and 3” shells.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 720 ALS — 20 gauge, 24” barrel

CZ 712 UTILITY G2
The 712 Utility is exactly that — an all-purpose tool good for anything from home protection 
to pest control on the farm. Its small size makes it a very handy shotgun that is easy to stash, 
whether behind the truck seat or behind the closet door, allowing it to be there when you need 
it most. Chambered for 23/4 and 3" shells.

CZ 712 SYNTHETIC CAMO G2
The CZ 712 Synthetic is a great tool for the person who needs a rugged, weather-proof shotgun. This hunting 
scattergun is built for the harshest conditions, dipped head to toe in Mossy Oak Shadow Grass Blades® camo 
with polymer stocks that will take a beating. 

It’s available in 12 gauge, chambered for 23/4 and 3" shells, 28” barrel and 3 extended choke tubes, one each for 
close, medium and long shots.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ 712 Synthetic G2 — Black finish, 5 flush chokes

SEMI-AUTO
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Built specifically for ATA shooters who compete in 
both trap singles and doubles and want one gun to do 
it all, the All-American Trap Combo is the tool for the 
game! This two-barrel set combo comes in a custom 
lockable aluminum case from Americase®.

 CZ ALL-AMERICAN TRAP COMBO  
      (BOTH UNSINGLE WITH ADJUSTABLE RIB  
                AND A STANDARD BARREL SET)
• 32" Unsingle with dial-adjustable aluminum rib (From 100% high to 50/50)
• 32" Doubles set with 50/50 raised rib
• All barrels are ported with lengthened forcing cones
• Loaded with adjustable features:
     · Length of pull (145∕8 to 15½")
     · Toe in/toe out
     · 4-way adjustable parallel comb
     · Trigger shoe reach (3/8" of adjustment)
• Extended, knurled chokes in a variety of constrictions:
     · (2 CYL, 2 IC, 1 LT MOD, 2 MOD, 1 IMP MOD, 
        2 FULL, 1 X-FULL)
• Premium internals, firing pins riding in bushings
• Built to be shot heavily for years, All-Americans feature
   drop-in locking blocks and replaceable hinge pins
• Mechanical trigger, manual safety
• Healthy right-hand palm swell, full forend
• Hardy silver-soldered ribs
• Tru-Oil® stock finish for easy touch-up

CZ SUPREME FIELD 
Whether you're a clayshooter or a hunter, nothing quite matches the feeling 
of shooting a bespoke shotgun. We do a number of custom, built-to-order 
shotguns each year, and for 2018 wanted to introduce a high-grade produc-
tion gun that carries the flair of these customs but at a better price point.

With deep relief engravings cut by hand, the Supreme Field is fitted to a 
Grade III stock that shows off the grain structures that Turkish walnut is 
famous for. With our one-piece CNCed receiver, the Supreme Field is cham-
bered in 12, 20 and 28 gauge, with automatic ejectors standard on all three. 

Its full forend is sharply checkered, and a solid mid-rib both adds  
to the class and gives this 28"-barreled shotgun a smooth swing. 

Shipped in a protective hard case with five interchangeable  
extended chokes.

TWO-BARREL SET HIGH GRADE
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CZ ALL-AMERICAN
The sporting clays half of our Trap Combo, the All-American is a precision instrument. CNCed 
throughout, it features drop-in replacement parts (including locking blocks for those who shoot 
tens of thousands of rounds a year) as well as a bevy of adjustable features. A 4-way comb com-
bined with adjustable butt plate hardware (cast, toe as well as length of pull) allow shooters to tune 
the gun to their specific dimensions and shooting style. Due to the lower bore axis of the bottom 
barrel, the All-American fires bottom barrel first, reducing recoil going into the second shot. 
Blacked out extended chokes (in a mid thread pattern), a blacked-out action and Select wood 
round out the package, culminating in a target shotgun that looks great and shoots even better!

CZ SHARP-TAIL TARGET
This new target side-by-side carries all of the mechanics as the Sharp-Tail but with a 30” barrel 
and a 143/4” length of pull. Originally designed to tackle side-by-side sporting clays events, it is a 
classy double gun that doesn’t carry the accustomed weighty price tag. Equipped with a set of ex-
tended, knurled black choke tubes, it’s the perfect choice for a clay shooter or gentleman hunter.

CZ REDHEAD PREMIER TARGET
The Redhead Premier Target is assembled like the standard Redhead Premier but with a different 
purpose in mind. This over/under has been designed to crush clay targets, plain and simple! It 
comes fitted with a special Monte Carlo stock that keeps the gun on your shoulder while keeping 
your head up to see the clays. Add to that a healthy right-hand palm swell, 30” barrels and a 
stepped rib designed for rising trap targets — it’s the perfect choice for those wanting to own a 
true target gun at an affordable price. Shipped with a set of black extended and knurled choke 
tubes, the Redhead Target has laser-cut checkering and a 1-piece CNCed receiver.

CZ 712 TARGET G2
Equipped with a soft-recoiling gas piston system, the 712 Target is built for the trap field and is a 
perfect choice for the price-conscious shooter. It also makes a great starter gun for new shooters. 
This 30” 712 is equipped with a larger target-style stock that provides a comfortable fit. When 
combined with the soft-operating gas system, it makes recoil almost nonexistent.

CZ 612 TARGET
One classy pump gun, the 612 Target is fitted with Select-grade wood in a glossy oil finish while 
the metalwork gets a deep polished blue. With a factory-tuned trigger system, raised rib and 
comfortable Monte Carlo stock, it's ready to kill some clays. An assortment of stock shims help 
users adjust drop and cast to achieve a better fit, and a set of extended chokes and a pair of 
Bradley-style white beads round out the package. 

All-American Redhead Premier Target Sharp-Tail Target 712 Target G2SCTP Sterling 612 Target

COMPETITION

CZ SCTP STERLING
After several years spent homing in on the ideal shotgun for female shooters, a truth presented 
itself  — those unique dimensions required to fit women with long necks and slender faces are 
nearly interchangeable with those needed to properly fit many youth shooters. As the product 
photo demonstrates, these dimensions create a stock that looks very different from most 
other shotguns, allowing these shooters to keep their heads up and eyes on target. A 4-way 
adjustable comb helps fine-tune the fit, and increased pitch makes it much more comfortable 
to shoulder (around 8o). 

This classy shotgun is built on the Upland Sterling receiver and is chambered in 12 gauge with 
28” barrels. It handles both 23/4 and 3” shells.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ SCTP Sterling Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters
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Now available 28 gauge 
and .410!

red dot not included

CZ WINGSHOOTER ELITE
One of the classiest shotguns in its price range, the Wingshooter Elite has faux sideplates that 
are ornately hand-engraved, reminiscent of our custom-grade guns that cost much more. It 
carries all of the best features in our over/under line, with our one-piece CNCed receiver, single 
selectable trigger, solid mid-ribs, ejectors and a two-tone hard-chromed finish. Add to that 
laser-cut checkering, a pistol-grip stock and a white bead, and it’s hard to find a more elegant 
shotgun for the money.

Available in 12 and 20 gauges with 3” chambers, selectable 28” barrels, Turkish walnut stocks, 
independent auto ejectors and 5 flush-mount choke tubes.

CZ-USA is proud to offer these beautifully hand-crafted shotguns — they are a wonderful combination of Old 
World craftsmanship and modern technology. Actions milled by CNC machines are hand-engraved and fit into 
their Turkish walnut stocks. The barrels are chrome-lined and 12, 20 and 28 gauges ship with a set of five inter-
changeable chokes. Affordable and reliable, these shotguns are happiest when in the field or busting clays.

CZ REDHEAD PREMIER
Adding a few more bells and whistles, the Redhead is a true all-purpose shotgun. Auto-
ejectors propel spent shells from the bore, and a solid mid-rib gives this over/under a classy 
look and a more deliberate swing. Equally at home on the sporting clays course or in the field 
chasing roosters, its wrap-around checkering gives plenty of purchase. 

Available in 12 and 20 gauges, the Redhead is fitted with 28" barrels with a classy white bead 
atop the rib. A single selectable trigger and 5 flush-mount chokes are included in its hard 
protective case. 

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Redhead Premier Reduced Length — 20 gauge with 24” barrels and 13” length of pull

CZ OVER/UNDER 
FEATURES
• Mechanical single selectable trigger 
• Box lock frame design 
• Coil-operated hammers 
• 2¾, 3 & 31/2" chambers
• Chrome-lined bores
• Sharp laser-cut checkering (stippling on Sterling models) 
• 5 interchangeable flush-mount chokes
• Detailed hand engraving

CZ UPLAND ULTRALIGHT GREEN
An over/under on a diet, we trimmed weight from the Upland Ultralight by building it on a 
CNCed alloy receiver, foregoing the mid-rib and hollowing out the buttstock. Though this 
doesn't necessarily make it the ideal choice for a day on the sporting clays course, it excels in 
the field  — with the 20 gauge version clocking the scales at just 5.8 pounds! 

To make things simple, a single extractor lifts shells to hand as the action is opened. Five 
interchangeable chokes, laser-cut checkering, a hard matte chrome finish and 28" barrels in 12 
or 20 gauge round out the stats.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Upland Ultralight — black receiver, 12 gauge only, 26" or 28" barrels

CZ SWAMP MAGNUM CAMO
If you ask Bruce Horrell, host of CZ-USA's Gun Dog TV, why he shoots 3½" shells, he'll answer, 
"Because they don't make 4 inch." For the folks who want to dish out the heat on waterfowl, 
we've got the over/under to do it with. The only over/under in our line that has an automatic 
safety, it engages every time the action is opened, giving an added level of safety to the 
duck blind. Polymer stocks in either black or Realtree MAX-5® camo and with all metal work 
blacked out, these 3½" chambered guns are ready to knock big birds from the sky. 

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Swamp Magnum Black — Black furniture

CZ REAPER MAGNUM
With the same 3½" chambers of the Swamp Magnum, the Reaper is built to slay turkeys! Offer-
ing what single-barrel turkey guns cannot, this magnum shotgun allows a hunter to equip two 
vastly different chokes, allowing the choice of short- or long-range constriction with the flip of 
the barrel selector switch. 

Shorter 26" barrels make it more maneuverable in the woods or blind, while the top Picatinny-
style rail makes adding an optic easy as can be. Polymer stocks clad in Realtree Xtra Green® 
help it blend in, and adding a sling is simplified with QD swivels front and back. The Reaper 
Magnum ships with five extended interchangeable chokes, including an extra full. 

CZ SOUTHPAW STERLING
Cast on for left-handed shooters, the Southpaw Sterling shares most of the other features of 
the Upland Sterling except for a set of 30" barrels, making it just as happy breaking clays as 
it is chasing upland game. Operating with the clockwork precision that the Upland Sterling is 
known for, this gun comes with 5 flush-mount choke tubes, a mechanical trigger and safety 
with selectable barrels.

Available in 12 gauge with a 3” chamber, 30” barrels, ejectors, cast on stock 1/4 at the heel and 
7/16 at the toe, with a regular right-handed top lever latch.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Upland Sterling — 12 gauge, cast off for right-handed shooters, 28" barrels

CZ DRAKE 
There is no doubt in our minds that the Drake is the best bang for the buck in the over/under 
category. Built on our one-piece CNCed receiver, the Drake has a single selectable trigger, 
meaning you can choose whether to fire top barrel or bottom barrel first. With a simple, robust 
extractor to lift spent shells, the Drake sheds some weight with a mid-rib delete. 

Laser-cut checkering sticks it in the hand, and for 2018 you can choose between 12, 20, 28 and 
.410 chamberings. With 28" barrels and five interchangeable chokes (except for .410, which 
has fixed IC/Mod barrels), the Drake ships in a protective plastic hard case.

MODEL VARIANT:
• CZ Drake Southpaw — Cast on for left-handed shooters, 12 or 20 gauge

OVER/UNDER
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Now available in 16 gauge!

SIDE-BY-SIDE 
FEATURES
• Mechanical selectable trigger, extractors
• Box lock frame design  
• 2¾ & 3” chambers
• Chrome-lined bores
• Turkish walnut stock  
• Cast off for the right-handed shooter
• Beautiful color case-hardened receivers 

CZ SHARP-TAIL
With a single selectable mechanical trigger and pistol grip, the Sharp-Tail is one the sharpest-
looking side-by-sides on the market. Built around a lithe one-piece CNCed receiver, the 
metalwork is finished in a beautiful color case-hardening. With independent floating firing 
pins, coil-spring-operated hammers and redesigned sears, the result is longer life and greater 
consistency.  

Available in 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410 with 28” barrels, Turkish walnut stocks, and a robust single 
extractor. 12, 20 and 28 gauges ship with five interchangeable chokes, while 16 and .410 have 
fixed IC/Mod barrels.

CZ SHARP-TAIL COACH
With the same lithe action of the Sharp-Tail as well as its single selectable trigger, the Sharp-Tail 
Coach is a more modern coach gun than our hammered version below. With a mechanical trigger, 
manual safety and single extractor, its 20" barrels are cylinder bore. It can be had in 12 or 20 
gauge and will chamber 23/4 or 3" shells. 

CZ HAMMER CLASSIC
A modern incarnation of the fowling piece of old, the Hammer Classic has fully functional 
hammers and long 30" barrels. Built to handle modern loads, both hammer models have a true 
side-lock frame design and 3" chambers. Dual triggers and color case-hardening round out the 
look, and five flush interchangeable chokes lend modern functionality. 

CZ HAMMER COACH
The chopped-down version of the Hammer Classic, the Coach is popular with Cowboy Action 
shooters who want a period-correct firearm that can handle modern loads. With fully functional 
hammers and dual triggers, short 20" barrels, color case-hardening and cylinder bore barrels, the 
Hammer Coach will dish out birdshot, buckshot or slugs up to 3" in length  — take your pick! 
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74 06540 CZ 612 Field 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 3 14 1/2 6.2 $389
74 06533 CZ 612 Magnum Turkey 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 26 463/4 2 14 1/2 6.8 $429
74 06532 CZ 612 Magnum Waterfowl 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 28 483/4 5 Extended Black 14 1/2 6.8 $429
75 06576 CZ 628 Field Select 28 23/4 28 481⁄8 5 14 1/2 5.4 $429
75 06574 CZ 620 Field Select 20 23/4 – 3 28 483⁄8 5 14 1/2 5.8 $429
76 06431 CZ 712 G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 14 1/2 7.4 $499
76 06430 CZ 712 G2 12 23/4 - 3 26 47 5 14 1/2 7.3 $499
76 06440 CZ 720 G2 20 23/4 – 3 26 47 5 14 1/2 6.3 $516
76 06439 CZ 720 Reduced Length G2 20 23/4 – 3 24 431/2 5 13 6.3 $499
76 06432 CZ 712 Green G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 14 1/2 7.4 $499
76 06429 CZ 712 Utility G2 12 23/4 – 3 20 41 5 14 1/2 6.6 $499
77 06426 CZ 712 Synthetic Camo G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 3 Extended Black 14 1/2 6.7 $679
77 06428 CZ 712 Synthetic G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 49 5 14 1/2 6.7 $499
77 06434 CZ 712 ALS G2 12 23/4 – 3 28 481/2 5 12 – 14 7.8 $579
77 06436 CZ 712 ALS G2 12 23/4 – 3 26 461/2 5 12 – 14 7.8 $579
77 06444 CZ 720 ALS G2 20 23/4 – 3 24 443/4 5 12 – 14 6.6 $599
77 06045 CZ 912 12 23/4 – 3 28 47 5 14 1/2 7.3 $544
77 06048 CZ 920 20 23/4 – 3 28 47 5 14 1/2 6.4 $557

78 06582
CZ All-American Trap Combo  
(Two barrel set) 12 23/4 – 3 32 501/2

2 CYL, 2 IC,  
1 LT MOD, 2 MOD, 

1 IMP MOD,  
2 FULL, 1 X-FULL 

X
14 5∕8- 
15 1/2

8.5 $3,399

79 06464 CZ Supreme Field 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7.9 $1,699
79 06465 CZ Supreme Field 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 6.9 $1,699
79 06466 CZ Supreme Field 28 23/4 28 453/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 6 $1,699

80 06585 CZ All-American 12 23/4 – 3 30 48 5 Extended Black X
14 5∕8- 
15 1/2

8.5 $2,499

80 06586 CZ All-American 12 23/4 – 3 32 50 5 Extended Black X
14 5∕8- 
15 1/2

8.5 $2,499

80 06459 CZ Redhead Premier Target 12 23/4 – 3 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 3/4 8 $1,389
80 06491 CZ SCTP Sterling 12 3 28 445⁄8 5 X 14 7.5 $1,321
80 06490 CZ SCTP Southpaw Sterling 12 3 28 445⁄8 5 X 14 7.5 $1,321
80 06416 CZ Sharp-Tail Target 12 23/4 – 3 30 475⁄8 5 Extended Black 14 3/4 7.5 $1,298
81 06435 CZ 712 Target G2 12 23/4 – 3 30 511/2 5 14 3/4 7.6 $680
81 06578 CZ 612 Target 12 23/4 – 3 32 521/2 3 Extended 14 1/2 7.3 $549
82 06092 CZ Drake 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7 $629
82 06093 CZ Drake 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.5 $629
82 06488 CZ Drake 28 23/4 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6 $679
82 06489 CZ Drake .410 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 6 $679
82 06486 CZ Drake Southpaw 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7 $629
82 06487 CZ Drake Southpaw 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.5 $629
82 06480 CZ Upland Ultralight Green 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.3 $762
82 06481 CZ Upland Ultralight Green 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 5.8 $762
82 06085 CZ Upland Ultralight 12 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 14 1/2 6 $762
82 06086 CZ Upland Ultralight 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.3 $762
82 06097 CZ Southpaw Sterling 12 23/4 – 3 30 475⁄8 5 X 14 1/2 7.5 $999
82 06089 CZ Upland Sterling 12 23/4 – 3 28 455⁄8 5 X 14 1/2 7.5 $999
82 06470 CZ Redhead Premier 12 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.7 $959
82 06471 CZ Redhead Premier 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.9 $959
82 06472 CZ Redhead Premier 20 23/4 – 3 26 433/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.7 $959
82 06473 CZ Redhead Premier 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.9 $959
82 06469 CZ Redhead Reduced Length 20 23/4 – 3 24 401/2 5 X 13 6 $899
83 06583 CZ Swamp Magnum Camo 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7.1 $1,029
83 06584 CZ Swamp Magnum 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 30 481/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7.1 $929
83 06588 CZ Reaper Magnum 12 23/4, 3 & 31/2 26 441/4 5 Extended Black X 14 1/2 7 $959
83 06455 CZ Wingshooter Elite 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 7.4 $1,059
83 06456 CZ Wingshooter Elite 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 X 14 1/2 6.9 $1,059
84 06401 CZ Sharp-Tail 12 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 7.3 $999
84 06402 CZ Sharp-Tail 16 23/4 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 7.3 $999
84 06403 CZ Sharp-Tail 20 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 6.3 $999
84 06405 CZ Sharp-Tail 28 23/4 28 453/4 5 14 1/2 5.9 $1,229
84 06407 CZ Sharp-Tail .410 23/4 – 3 28 453/4 Fixed IC, Mod 14 1/2 5.9 $1,229
84 06417 CZ Sharp-Tail Coach 12 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $959
84 06418 CZ Sharp-Tail Coach 20 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $959
84 06131 CZ Hammer Classic 12 23/4 – 3 30 471/2 5 14 1/2 7.5 $963
84 06130 CZ Hammer Coach 12 23/4 – 3 20 371/2 Fixed Cyl, Cyl 14 1/2 6.7 $922
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